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This smoked
is on fire

FOOD

Heat’s on summer trends

Smoke Signals
The age-old technique spreads
beyond the expected

Smoked Ribeye Pork Chop

Here’s a hot tip: this Ribeye Pork Chop delivers amazing smokehouse flavor in
a sophisticated way. See how you can bring the smoke at PorkFoodservice.org
and sign up for our newsletter, The 400.
©2016 National Pork Board, Des Moines, IA USA. This message funded by America’s Pork Producers and the Pork Checkoff.

Smokes comes with the
Spaceman Spiff cocktail
at The Sixth in Chicago.

UP IN
CHEFS ARE STOKED ABOUT
			THIS FLAVOR TECHNIQUE
BY MIKE SULA
6
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PHOTOG BY KASSIE BORRESON/MEAT & LIVESTOCK AUSTRALIA

Smoke adds another
dimension of flavor to
lamb loin with morels and
pea tendrils at Stanford
University private dining.

THOUSANDS OF YEARS
AGO, HUMANS WARDED
OFF STARVATION BY SMOKING FOOD TO PRESERVE IT.
SURVIVAL ISN’T SO TRICKY
THESE DAYS, BUT A CRAVING
FOR SWEET, WOODSY FLAVORS IMPARTED BY EXPOSURE TO SMOKE VAPOR
HAS BEEN BURNED INTO
OUR DNA.

Now chefs are smoking beyond the usual
meats, fish and cheese, summoning flavors

from woods, herbs and spices, and infusing
them into cocktails, desserts, fruits, vegetables
and everything in between.

Cold Is Cool

Much of the menu at The Old Sage in Seattle
gets some sort of smoke treatment. With just
a standard cabinet smoker bought at a sporting goods store or a hand-held smoking gun,
Chef de Cuisine Emily Young puts hickory into
hamachi, mesquite into burgers and sage into
chicken. She’s not always fully cooking dishes
with smoke but more often combining it with
other methods to add flavor without overpowering them.
“It’s an application we use to make everything a little more tasty and to accentuate cer-

Smoked grapes accompany
charcuterie at Metropole in
Cincinnati.

foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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twice more, tasting until it starts to take on a
slightly brown color.

Sweet on Smoke

tain elements of each dish,” she says. “It’s mostly
there to add another dimension.”
The burger ($15), for example, is cold smoked
with oak wood by adding ice to the smoker,
which imparts flavor without cooking the meat.
The foie gras is also cold smoked, but with pink
peppercorns before it’s sous vided and turned
into a mousse garnished with cocoa nibs and
more crushed peppercorns ($15). Even butter
with rosemary, cinnamon and honey is smoked
before it’s sprinkled on popcorn ($3).

Smoke a Fatty

At Bistro du Midi in Boston, Pastry Chef Robert Gonzalez smokes brownies for his twist on
s’mores, which includes Kahlua custard and
marshmallow ice cream atop graham cracker soil
with chocolate creameaux and cherry meringue
shards. Go to FoodFanatics.com for more recipes.
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Fat is conducive to smoke, making dairy
products like butter, cream and fresh cheese
a natural vehicle. Chef de Cuisine Chris
Emerling of Los Angeles’ Bel-Air Bar + Grill
finishes mushroom barley risotto with a
swirl of smoked cream and then adds a dollop of salted smoked whipped cream that
slowly melts into the steaming grains as it
hits the table.
“It reminds me of something you cook in a
cauldron over an open fire,” he says.
Emerling pours the cream into a hotel pan,
wraps it tightly with plastic wrap and inserts
a smoke gun fueled with hickory chips into an
opening before filling it with smoke and stashing it in the walk-in. As the cream absorbs the
vapors, he’ll stir and repeat the process one or

Smoke adds a wow factor and value to desserts,
chefs say.
For special events at Stanford University,
smoke is piped into a dish of Australian lamb
belly with squash and wild mushrooms, covered and unveiled at the table for a multi-sensory effect. The lamb is already smoked,
but the presentation always succeeds in impressing guests, says Regional Executive Chef
Nijo Joseph.
The Better Half in Atlanta goes for the wow
factor in desserts. Chef Zachary Meloy recently made fried ice cream anchored by a smoked
milk jam, with equal parts milk and cream,
sweetened with salt and vanilla, set with agar,
then blended while taking on applewood
smoke from a hand-held smoker ($8).
In small kitchens such as his, a smoke gun is
a relatively inexpensive and convenient way to
impart smoke flavors without investing in large,
pricey equipment.
Pastry Chef Robert Gonzalez of Bistro du
Midi in Boston plays with smoke for a twist on
s’mores. His composed plate features chocolate
Kahlua custard, marshmallow ice cream and
smoked brownies ($12).
“I wanted to get the whole wood-burning fire
flavor you get from toasting a marshmallow over
an open fire,” he says.
Gonzalez sets the sliced brownies in a hotel
pan, covers it with plastic and then uses a smoking gun with applewood. “As you bite into it, you
start with the chocolate,” he says. “As you’re eating it, you get that smoky flavor as if it just came
out of the fire.”
Smoke takes particularly well to ice cream. At
the Hop Ice Cream Cafe in Asheville, North Carolina, smoked chocolate is a big seller. Owner
Greg Garrison says they fill bags of their blended
cocoa base with applewood smoke and let it rest
for three hours.
When it’s ready, they empty some into 2.5 gallon ice cream containers for an extra boost. “It’s
subtle,” he says. “When your mouth gets back to
normal temp, the flavors of the smoke will come
in, and it almost feels like you have smoke in
your mouth.”

Liquid Smoke

Smoke is often used as a garnish. Young makes
a cider-braised apple bread pudding with vanilla
chantilly cream and scotch caramel, paired with

WHERE
THERE’S
SMOKE
BUT
NO FIRE
No smoker?
No fuel?
Try these
ready-to-use
ingredients to
add smoky
flavors to
your dishes.

Pictured from
top: smoked
cheese, smoked
salt, smoked
garlic, smoked
olive oil.

SMOKED...

BEER
BLACK PEPPER
CHIPOTLE
CHEESE
GARLIC
MALTODEXTRIN
MEZCAL
PAPRIKA
OLIVE OIL
SALT
SCOTCH
SUGAR
TOBACCO

What’s Lapsang
Souchong?
It’s an aggressively aromatic black tea
from China (pictured, left). The leaves
are dried with the help of a woodburning fire, the process that imparts
the tea’s characteristic smoky flavor.
Use the tea dry as a rub or steep it for
a marinade to get some smoke without
ever lighting a fire.

Smoked Clams
and Tagliatelle
Chef de Cuisine Emily Young
The Old Sage, Seattle

5 pounds littleneck clams, rinsed well
2 tablespoons butter
2 shallots, chopped
3 cloves garlic, chopped
1 cup sherry
2 cups heavy cream
Salt to taste
1 cup Taggiasca olives, sliced
2 cups roasted fennel, sliced
1 pound tagliatelle, cooked in salted water
½ cup garlic chips
1 cup toasted garlic breadcrumbs

It pays in the back of the house
and shows in the front of the house.
That’s the Crisco Professional ® difference.
For great-tasting food, increased profitability and a smoother running operation, switch to the
premium performance of Crisco Professional ® shortenings and oils.
g
ervin
per s

Crisco Professional ® is a trademark of
The J.M. Smucker Company, used under license.

© 2014 Cargill, Incorporated.
All Rights Reserved.

Confidence in the performance. Comfort in the name.

For product information and valuable fryer management tools, call 877-376-6250.
For Crisco Professional ® promotions, visit www.foodservicepromos.com
*Crisco Professional ® shortenings and oils meet U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requirements for labeling as zero grams trans fat per serving. See Nutritional Facts panel for total fat and saturated fat content.
Kosher Certification Crisco Professional ® shortenings and oils are Kosher Certified by the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America (OU).
Crisco Professional ® is a trademark of The J.M. Smucker Company, used under license. © 2016 Cargill, Incorporated. All Rights Reserved.

Place clams in a half hotel pan and smoke for 20
minutes in a cabinet smoker with applewood heated
to 200 F. Move to the heat if all the clams have not
opened.

a 15-year-old bourbon barrel-aged single malt
scotch ($18). A small piece of oak is set aflame on
the plate and the whole dish—whiskey included—is covered to collect smoke. By the time the
dome is lifted at the table, the whipped cream
and scotch pick up an oak note.
Benjamin Schiller, beverage director and
partner of The Sixth and Berkshire Room in
Chicago, takes a similar approach with his
Spaceman Spiff cocktail. He loads a smoke
gun with a mixture of cedar, citrus and various
dried hookah spices and pumps it into a glass
bowl. The drink (mezcal, grilled pineapple,
hazelnut syrup and lime juice) is poured into
a stemless martini glass set into the mouth of
the bowl.
When drink is lifted from the bowl, the smoke
emerges. “They’ll be drinking and smelling a lot
of the same flavors,” Schiller says.
At Lot 45 in Brooklyn, New York, bartender
Rael Petit burns applewood with a blowtorch
under a rocks glass, adds dill and lets it sit for
10 minutes. He builds the Rebel Rebel with
mezcal, Fernet Menta, Demerara syrup and
Moroccan bitters, pours it into the smoke and
garnishes with an orange peel and a dill sprig.
“The smoke helps enhance the smokiness of

the mezcal and makes the taste of dill more
savory,” he says.

Not Just for Meat Anymore

Smoking fruits and vegetables imparts wood
notes and tends to concentrate flavors. Executive Chef Jared Bennett of Metropole in Cincinnati cold smokes trays of red table grapes for his
charcuterie board.
“The flavor just intensifies,” Bennett says. “Once
you bite into the grape, it’s like a smoky explosion in your mouth.”

Remove clams from shells, leaving about ¼ of them
in shell for garnish. Strain liquid and reserve.
Heat saute pan with butter and saute shallots, 2 minutes. Add garlic and saute another minute. Deglaze
with sherry, cook 3 minutes over medium high heat
and add cream and reserved liquid. Reduce by half
and puree.
Combine clams with sauce and warm with roasted
fennel and Taggiasca olives. Toss with pasta and divide among 6 shallow bowls along with shelled clams.
Garnish with breadcrumbs and garlic chips. Makes 6
servings.

Cost Goes Up in Smoke

Whether you’re hot smoking with a camp cabinet smoker or cold smoking with a hand-held
smoker, after the initial outlay for equipment
and fuel, there’s literally no food cost associated
with the process.
“It might make your cost go up initially,”
Young says. “But after you pay that off, it’s an
easy and affordable way to add flavor to any
dish.” n
Mike Sula is a James Beard Award-winning
journalist who’ll take a smoke any time when it’s
done right. Follow him on Twitter @MikeSula.

Smoked Grapes
Executive Chef Jared Bennett
Metropole, Cincinnati

2 pounds red seedless grapes
Smoker
Wood chips
Rinse grapes. Place grapes on a resting rack set on
a sheet tray. Smoke grapes on high smoke/medium
heat for up to 2 hours depending on the size.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Snacks
Chip Away at
a New Image
BAR FOOD STAPLES CAN
SHOOT AND SCORE HIGHER
THAN HAPPY HOUR
BY JACQUELINE DULEN RODRIGUEZ

SNACKS ARE STAKING NEW
TERRITORY ON MENUS.

Once the province of bars and convenience
stores, spiced nuts, beef jerky and Scotch eggs
are coming out of the kitchen at full-service
restaurants dressed up with pimenton or garam
masala. Former freebies are now ending up on
the check, justifiable with upgrades like warm,
citrus-marinated olives and housemade farm
bread and butter trifle.
On the heels of the small plates trend, diners
are shifting away from traditional meals
where snacks are enhancing less structured
meals. Only 7 percent of revenue comes from
afternoon snacks, according to research firm
Datassential. But it shouldn’t be written off.
“Restaurants need to recognize that appetizers and snacks can be part of a meal or a whole
meal,” says Darren Tristano, president of foodservice research firm, Technomic Inc.
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Beer Nuts

Executive Chef Ernesto Uchimura
Plan Check Kitchen + Bar, Los Angeles

2 eggs, whites only
2 tablespoons soy sauce
2½ cups dry roasted peanuts
1½ cups whole cashews
½ cup sugar
4 teaspoons salt
1 tablespoon wasabi powder
1 teaspoon black pepper
½ teaspoon cayenne
Whisk egg whites until frothy and add
soy sauce. Add nuts and let sit for 10
minutes. Drain.
Combine remaining ingredients and
toss with the nuts. Slack onto a nonstick
rubber mat and roast in a preheated 225
F oven for 1½ hours, stirring every 15
minutes. Makes 4 cups.

Sweet TeaBrined Wings

Chef Corey Steinke
Park Restaurant & Bar, Cambridge,
Massachusetts

5 pounds chicken wings
1 gallon sweet tea
2 cups brown sugar
1 sweet onion, thinly sliced
1 lemon thinly sliced
6 cloves
6 rosemary sprigs
1 cup salt
2 tablespoons black pepper
Sweet tea sauce, recipe follows
Heat all ingredients except wings and sweet
tea sauce until sugar dissolves; cool. Pour
over chicken and brine overnight.
Strain and roast wings in a preheated 375 F
oven for 30-45 minutes or grill until internal
temperature reaches 165 F. Toss with sweet
tea sauce. Makes 10 servings.
To make sweet tea sauce, combine 1½ cup
sweet tea, ¾ cup brown sugar, juice of a lemon, 1 tablespoon chili flakes and 1 tablespoon
lemon zest. Boil and reduce until syrupy.

Bite After Bite

Demand for smaller portions and the ongoing increase in
adventurous palates have created a dining culture of distinctly American tapas and mezes.
“I don’t think major portions are what people want,” says
Executive Chef Chris Whaley, co-owner of The American
Local in Portland, Oregon. “We’re putting a lot of great flavors in front of them and they’re going to want more of it.”
Whaley and his partner, Jenny Nickolaus, spent five
years planning their concept, inspired by Japanese pubs
known as izakayas that serve drink-friendly snacks. Their
food, however, is a cultural mashup of dishes like pork belly
with Sriracha and maple and flank steak with horseradish
and scallion.
Snack menus can reinvigorate the back of house like
at The Farm House in Nashville, Tennessee, where
Chef-owner Trey Cioccia gets to have a little more fun than
with his small plates or entree offerings.
“This is the way I eat, tasting things all day long,” he says.
Pimento cheese, a Southern staple, transforms into pimento beignets; pigs ears are served crispy, sweet and sour.
Placement can make an impact, too. Many chefs are filing snacks into separate headings or weaving them into
traditional appetizer or small plate lists. Snacks have replaced appetizers at Bluebeard in Indianapolis with dishes
like fruits and vegetables pickled in-house, and nuts that
are spiced, candied, smoked, salted and fried.
“They are a good way to start off dinner when you’re
meeting up with friends and just starting to think about
eating,” says Bluebeard’s Chef-owner Abbi Merriss.
“They’re fairly small, so you’re not really going to start filling up.”

Beef Jerky

Executive Chef Trevis Langley
Red Cow, Minneapolis

5 pounds beef chuck
½ cup Worcestershire sauce
½ cup soy sauce
¼ cup beef stock
2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons black pepper
2 tablespoons liquid smoke
1 tablespoon onion
1 tablespoon garlic powder
¼ teaspoon cayenne
Slice beef into long strips and pound into
an 1/8-inch thickness; set aside.
Whisk together remaining ingredients
plus ½ cup water and combine with beef.
Marinate 48 hours.
Lay strips on drying racks and dehydrate
beef at 145 F for 6 hours. Makes 15
servings.
14
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Sell It Right

Smaller portions and price points go hand in hand with
modern snack menus. To avoid cannibalizing appetizer or
dessert orders, savvy servers are crucial.
Waitstaff at Bluebeard are trained to integrate lower-priced snack plates within the sales pitch to ensure
quality dining experiences with balanced check averages.
But before servers even hit the floor, a pricing strategy
needs to be considered. Snacks also don’t necessarily have
to compete dollar-to-dollar against appetizers or small
plates. At The Spence in Atlanta, snacks like housemade
ricotta with seasonal fruit and grilled bread ($10) and cashew butter with crudites ($9) out price any of the sides,
such as $7 fried Brussels sprouts.
Word it right, and you can make bank. At Red Cow in
Minneapolis, Executive Chef Trevis Langley says the ahi
tuna crisp looks pricier at $11.50 but is one of his lower food
cost items. “It’s a small portion, but the perceived value is
very high because of the ingredients,” he says.
Snacks are also a smart place to use vegetables left over
from a shift or leftover bacon bits to flavor butters for a
special breadbasket. Even a small amount of brisket can

Snacks

Appetizers & Starters

FINGER-FRIENDLY

KNIFE-AND-FORK

Housemade beef jerky, $6

Beef carpaccio, onion, sunchokes
and hazelnuts, $12

Red Cow, Minneapolis

The Spence, Atlanta
SIMPLE

COMPLEX

Roasted radishes, brown butter, Jacobsen sea salt, $4.50

Pig head torchon, chimichurri, green
bean, shallot, arugula, salsa roja, $15

Radar, Portland, Oregon

Bluebeard, Indianapolis

PLAYFUL

FORMAL

Pork belly pop tart, duck fat maple,
lemon and walnut marmalade, $16

Pork belly confit, roasted pear and
parsnip puree, sherry vinegar jus,
watercress, $15

The Farm House, Nashville, Tennessee

Bistrot La Minnette, Philadelphia
REVIVAL

TRADITIONAL

Smoked beef marrow bones, sumac
dust, green tomato jam, spent grain
crackers, pea shoots, frisee, kumquats,
mint, fennel and toasted barley, $9

Roasted bone marrow, marinated radish salad, $17
Church and State, Los Angeles

The Garlic Poet, New Cumberland,
Pennsylvania

BOLDER

BOLD

Salt and pepper chicken skins with
peanut and chili, $8

Karaage chicken wings, potato starch
crust, Steen’s cane syrup sake glaze,
garlic chips, $14

Damn the Weather, Seattle

Cellar Door, New Orleans
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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SNACK DOWN

How do you distinguish a snack from
an appetizer? Hard rules are nonexistent, but chefs consider several
common elements to position an item
under a snack heading.
Menu price is often lower, while portion size is typically smaller for snacks.
But they might be shareable.
“They’re usually in the five-to-seven
bite range, just enough for people to
pass around,” says Executive Chef Kyle
Forson of The Spence in Atlanta. “Small
plates or appetizers are a little more
composed, a little more traditional.”
At Bluebeard in Indianapolis, simplicity
is a hallmark for snacks. For example,
chips and onion dip are made with
fingerling potatoes, and the pickled
herring in cream is exactly as it sounds,
says Chef-owner Abbi Merriss. More
complex items are likely to be listed
under her small plates.

A Brilliant Choice™
for chefs
since 1886.
Diamond Crystal® Kosher Salt
is pure salt with no additives.
With unique, hollow salt
crystals that are fragile enough
to crush between fingers
and perfect for controlled
seasoning, Diamond Crystal®
Kosher Salt is truly A Brilliant
Choice™.

Creative riffs on traditional items, from
chicken wings to artichoke dips are
often listed as snacks along with roasted marrow bones. Finger-friendliness
is also a common theme, especially
at Red Cow in Minneapolis. Snacks
include nachos with goat cheese and
Scotch eggs. “It’s social,” says Executive
Chef Trevis Langley.

®

Ahi tuna crisps with avocado,
ponzu and toasted sesame
seeds from Red Cow.
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www.diamondcrystalsalt.com

Find more

elevate a simple rice ball or help stud an order of
stuffing with herb puree.
“Food is expensive today, especially proteins
and vegetables,” says Whaley. “Starches are
where you make up on that. We try to use every
bit of what we buy.”

FREEDOM
IN

FLAVOR

Brand Builders

Part of the draw of snacks comes from chefs
riffing on familiar staples. Some items, like popcorn—low in cost and labor—can be tough to justify, so it becomes a way to help build a concept’s
brand. At Ocean Prime, a Cameron Mitchell
restaurant in 11 states including Ohio and Arizona, truffle popcorn served complimentary at the
bar adds value and reinforces the seafood and
steak concept.
Red Cow, a neighborhood tavern concept,
puts a spin on the everyday but uses a local favorite to get customers hooked. The restaurant
serves Barrel O Fun corn puffs with a coating of
caramel and bacon for $4.50. The snack gained
such a following that it has become a signature
dish on the full menu. “It’s social and gets the
taste buds working,” says Langley. It sits alongside other snack favorites such as Scotch eggs,
cheese curds and beef jerky with larger shareables like the artisan cheese board.
Upscale concepts can benefit from squeezing
snacks onto the menu. The Spence, for example, serves snacks like smoked egg with crispy
rice and green onion ($4) and manchego cheese
with olive oil-fried marcona almonds ($7).
Artisan, a modern American restaurant in
Paso Robles, California, draws in the local
winery crowd, which means high expectations for solid bar snacks. But not all snacks
need to stay at the $6 price point, proven by
happy hour quick hits like bacon tater tots
($5) that star alongside wild-caught shrimp
tacos ($14).
The Tasting Counter, a Somerville, Massachusetts, prix fixe fine dining restaurant,
pulls in revenue with a late night snack
menu. On Fridays and Saturdays, the restaurant rolls out $5 items after 10:30 p.m., such
as crispy stuffed fried rice and a ginger ice
cream sandwich.
“The whole snack idea is more approachable
eating,” says Executive Chef Kyle Forson of The
Spence. “It gives you a lot of freedom—people
want to taste as many items as they can.” n
Jackie Dulen Rodriguez is a former food editor,
foodservice analyst and consultant.
18
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than ever before.

Whisk in distinctive, mouthwatering ﬂavor to hot and cold applications
across your menu without the added step of cooking. The same Minor’s® bases,
concentrates and sauces long trusted by chefs are now ready to inspire and Ready to Flavor .
TM

Ready to Flavor means

According to the FDA and USDA, “Ready-to-Eat” means the food is in a
form that is edible without any additional preparation to achieve food safety.
Candied bacon is a favorite
snack at Rowdy Hall in East
Hampton, New York.

ﬂavormeansbusiness.com/ReadyToFlavor

1.800.243.8822

All trademarks are owned by Société des Produits Nestlé S.A., Vevey, Switzerland.

Crispy chicken jumps
out of the bucket and
onto the bread
BY DAVID TAMARKIN
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CRACK SHACK EXTERIOR PHOTO BY MONICA HOOVER

Fry
the
Coop

TO UNDERSTAND
THE POWER OF CRISPY
CHICKEN SANDWICHES,
CONSIDER WHO WAS IN
LINE WHEN SHAKE SHACK
LAUNCHED ITS VERSION
LAST SUMMER ONLY AT
LOCATIONS IN BROOKLYN,
NEW YORK.

The expected hipsters represented and
early adopters showed up in force. But others
mingling with these locals traveled far from
their homes, journeying through tunnels, over
bridges, via train—sometimes two trains.
Yep, Manhattanites. Together over two days
they depleted all the Chick’n Shack sandwiches at the three locations, a supply that took a
week to replenish.
And they’re not the only ones who seem
willing to do anything, even deigning to
travel to an outer borough, for a crispy
chicken sandwich.
As crazy as people are for fried chicken,
they’re even more frenzied for fried chicken
between a bun. Chick-fil-A is surpassing KFC
in U.S. sales even though the chicken sandwich
chain has a fraction of KFC’s locations in comparison.
Chefs all over the country are rolling out
their own chicken sandwiches, some inspired
by the southern “hot chicken,” and others
pairing the deep-fried meat with contrasting
flavors and textures. Bite into these examples
to get an idea of what’s fueling the crispy chicken frenzy.
David Tamarkin is the editor for Epicurious.
com. Follow him on Twitter @DavidTamarkin.

5 FEATHERED FRIENDS
Chefs take on crispy chicken sandwiches
COP in a Sandwich

“Top Chef” Richard Blais and his cooking
partner Jon Sloan can’t help but to have a little fun with The Crack Shack, their San Diego
concept dedicated to chicken and eggs. Feel
free to ask whether the idea for the chicken or
egg came first.
Their version of the crispy sandwich, called
the Brick House ($12), is inspired by a center of
the plate sensibility with arugula, fennel and caper mayonnaise.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Going South

Owners Ian MacBryde and Roth Scott, who met
working at upscale dining temple Magnolias in
Charleston, South Carolina, believed the Southern city needed a casual spot dedicated to the
highest quality crispy chicken sandwich. With
two successful locations of Boxcar Betty’s, it’s
safe to say they were right.
Their vision translated into a cage-free chicken concept specializing in regional flavors such
as the signature sandwich ($7) featuring peach
slaw, pimiento cheese and a spicy mayonnaise.

Three Alarm Chicken

At Artisan Meat Share in Charleston, South Carolina, Chef Craig Deihl adds heat three ways to
his Hot Fried Chicken & Biscuit sandwich ($10).
It begins with Korean pepper powder in the
coating, a black pepper mayo that’s schmeared
on a biscuit, and a housemade hot sauce made
with melted ‘nduja, a spreadable fiery sausage
that’s tossed with the chicken.

Visit
FOODFANATICS.COM
for more recipes.

Hot Fried Chicken
& Biscuit with
Nduja Sauce

Executive Chef Craig Deihl
Artisan Meat Share, Charleston, South Carolina

3 eggs
¼ cup buttermilk
3 tablespoons fish sauce, divided use
½ cup flour
¼ cup rice flour
1 tablespoon Korean pepper powder
½ tablespoon celery seeds
6 boneless chicken thighs
2 cups mayonnaise
1 tablespoon black pepper
½ tablespoon white pepper
½ tablespoon honey
¼ cup ‘nduja, melted
Oil as needed
¾ cup hot sauce (preferably Frank’s)
6 biscuits, your recipe
Pickles, recipe follows
2 cups lettuce, shredded

A Bow to East Asia

At Roofers Union in Washington, D.C., “Top
Chef" contestant Marjorie Meek-Bradley
gives her thigh-only sandwich (pictured
above) a couple of doses of East Asian flavor.
The fried chicken thigh sandwich ($13) gets
a 24-hour marinade of fish sauce and soy
sauce and a glaze of a Sriracha honey served
on ciabatta.

Fried Chicken
Thigh Sandwich

Chef Marjorie Meek-Bradley
Roofers Union, Washington, D.C.

2 cups soy sauce
1 cup fish sauce
5 chicken thighs, skin on
1 cup Sriracha
¾ cup honey
5 ciabatta rolls
Mayonnaise, as needed
3 large romaine leafs, halved
Combine soy sauce and fish sauce to cover chicken thighs; marinate up to 8 hours or overnight. Fry
in preheated 375 F oil until cooked through, about
8 minutes; drain.
Whisk together Sriracha and honey; toss with
chicken. Serve on ciabatta with mayo and lettuce.
Makes 5 servings.
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Combine eggs, buttermilk and 2 tablespoons fish
sauce; set aside. Combine flours, Korean pepper
powder and celery seeds. Slowly add the dry mixture
to the liquid, whisking to incorporate. Add chicken
and refrigerate 24 hours or overnight.

CHEFS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY
ARE ROLLING OUT THEIR OWN
CHICKEN SANDWICHES, SOME
INSPIRED BY THE SOUTHERN
“HOT CHICKEN” AND OTHERS
PAIRING THE DEEP-FRIED
BREAST WITH CONTRASTING
FLAVORS AND TEXTURES.

Combine mayonnaise, black and white peppers,
remaining fish sauce and honey; set aside. Heat hot
sauce and stir in ‘nduja until melted; keep warm.
Heat fryer to 350 F and fry chicken, about 8 minutes;
drain well. Dress chicken with hot sauce.
Divide biscuits in half and spread a tablespoon of
mayo on both, and add enough pickles to cover
bottom half. Top with chicken, lettuce and the other
biscuit half. Makes 6 servings.
To make pickles, combine 2 cups apple cider vinegar,
1 cup water, ½ cup sugar, 4 allspice berries, 3 tablespoons salt, 2 bay leaves, 2 garlic cloves, 1 tablespoon
mustard seeds, 1 tablespoon celery seeds and ½
teaspoon crushed red pepper. Bring to a boil, add 3
cups cucumbers sliced into ½ inch thick coins and boil
for 3 minutes. Drain and shock. Makes 3 cups.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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4 Ways to a Fried
Chicken Sandwich Better
Than the Next Guy's
1. Fry the breast twice. The

Once Is Not Enough

first fry (or blanch) is all about setting
the crust and cooking the chicken
75 percent through, says Matt Fein
of Federal Donuts. The second fry is
done to order, cooks the chicken all
the way through and makes it super
crispy.

Last fall, the chicken sandwich at Federal Donuts in Philadelphia became a permanent menu
item after it debuted as a runaway hit over the
summer. The chicken is double fried (the first
fry is really sort of a blanch) and seemingly simple to the uninformed eye. But just take a closer
look and you’ll see the savory, umami-packed
dehydrated buttermilk ranch seasoning
that’s sprinkled on the chicken ($6.75). n

Fried Chicken Sandwich
Chef Matthew Fein
Federal Donuts, Philadelphia

1 tablespoon onion powder
½ tablespoon mustard powder
½ teaspoon kosher salt plus 1 tablespoon,
divided use
4 chicken breasts, about 4 ounces each
1 cup cornstarch
½ cup flour
½ cup cold water
4 cups oil
½ cup mayonnaise
2 tablespoons hot sauce
½ teaspoon cayenne pepper
4 potato rolls
4 slices American cheese
1 cup dill pickle chips
1 tablespoon buttermilk ranch seasoning

Shake Up a Fried Chicken Sandwich
A golden-fried chicken breast is a blank space
that’s ready for any kind of improvisation.

CHANGE UP THE BREAD

SERVE IT FOR BREAKFAST

A soft, squishy bun is the norm.
But biscuits, Dutch Crunch rolls
and bolillo rolls are becoming
more prevalent. For those eschewing gluten, lettuce is used
as a wrap at some restaurants.

Top the chicken with an over
easy or sunny side up egg with
or without bacon. The Crack
Shack in San Diego includes bacon, a fried egg and cheddar with
its crispy chicken on miso-maple
buttered brioche.

For more ideas go to FOODFANATICS.COM

2. Brine or marinate the breast.
Shake Shack brines and sous vides its
Chick’n Shack sandwich in buttermilk.
The process keeps the breast moist,
reduces the cooking time in the fryer
and moves the line faster.

3. Include contrasting elements.
Think sauce as well as pickles or slaw. A hit
of acid cuts through the fried element of the
sandwich. Hinoki & the Bird in Los Angeles
includes slivers of raw daikon to offset the
rich crunch of the chicken.

Mix together cornstarch, flour, remaining salt and
water until smooth. Dip chicken breasts in batter and
fry in oil preheated to 300 F for 3 minutes.

Combine mayo, hot sauce and cayenne. To
plate, line bottom of potato roll with 4 to 5 dill pickle
chips. Season cooked chicken breast with buttermilk
ranch seasoning and place on top of pickles. Drizzle
with mayo hot sauce, add 1 slice of American cheese
and top half of bun. Makes 4 servings.

More
Chicken
Sandwiches
to Crow
About
Mary’s Farm Fried Chicken Sandwich, $11
Buttermilk coleslaw, garlic aioli, Acme Pain
de Mie bun
Naked Lunch, San Francisco

Combine onion powder, mustard powder and ½
teaspoon kosher salt. Season chicken.

Let chicken rest on cooling rack, 20 minutes. Increase oil temperature to 350 F and cook chicken
again for about 3 more minutes or until golden brown
and cooked through.

Chicken is brined in the
same liquid as the pickles that accompany the
sandwich at Leghorn
Chicken.

Charleston Nasty Biscuit, $8.50
Fried chicken, cheddar and sausage gravy
Chick’s Fry House, Charleston,
South Carolina

4. Positioning counts. Just as important as the contrasting elements are
building the ingredients of the sandwich, says Fein. When he first created his
sandwich, he slid a slice of American cheese under the fried chicken breast.
“The first thing you tasted was the cheese, and that was taking away from the
chicken,” he says. Now, pickles sit under the chicken, so the first ingredient you
taste wakes up the palate instead of coating it with fat. The cheese then goes
on top. "The build also affects the texture, which plays a big role in how the
sandwich eats," says Fein.

Pickle-Brined Fried Chicken Sandwich, $7
Crispy chicken with housemade pickles on a
biscuit (pictured above)
Leghorn Chicken, Chicago
Chick’n Shack, $6.29
Buttermilk marinated crispy chicken, lettuce
and pickles, buttermilk herb mayo with chives,
parsley and thyme.
Shake Shack, multiple locations
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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COVER STORY

CAGE
MATCH
Lobster rolls win
hands down
BY LAURA YEE
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LOBSTER ROLLS MIGHT
SOUND LIKE A NEW ENGLAND TOURIST TRAP, BUT
THEY’RE JUST AS REVERED
IN THE CULINARY LANDSCAPE AS ANY OTHER INDIGENOUS SEAFOOD PLAYING TO LOCAL FLAVORS.
Stretching past their homegrown borders,
lobster rolls have hit the road. They’re more
likely to be highly seasoned by garlic, wasabi
and chilies than the standard warm butter or
mayonnaise, and often served in bread that’s
not the classic top-loading bun.
The iconic sandwich is so well received
that it’s now worthy of its own segment, from
Marc Forgione’s Lobster Press in New York
and the Happy Lobster food truck in Chicago
to multi-unit Luke’s Lobster (New York, Boston, Chicago and Las Vegas).
“The popularity of lobster rolls is certainly
on the rise,” says Matt Jacobson, executive
director of the Maine Lobster Marketing
Collaborative, a nonprofit organization that
supports the industry. “We’re also seeing the
rise of lobster in appetizers, primarily in the
South and West regions of the U.S.”
Serving lobster on a roll creates a more
accessible price point for a protein long perceived as a luxury food item. Diners willing to
pay for quality see a $14 price tag as a gateway
to tasting a food that may have been too expensive in the past.
Sustainably raised, cage-caught and
hand-harvested, lobster’s abundance will
likely continue. Here are three takes beyond
the traditional.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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LAND O LAKES
Cream Sauce Base

©2016 Land O’Lakes, Inc.

®

Lobster Roll Sandwich
Chef-owner Michael Serpa
Select Oyster Bar, Boston

A Thousand Lobster Rolls Later

As the executive chef at Neptune Oyster Bar in
Boston, Michael Serpa saw more than 100,000
traditional lobster rolls come off the line. He
knew he would serve anything but that version
when he opened his own place in the city, Select
Oyster Bar.
“A lobster roll is very one-dimensional flavor
wise,” he says. “This sandwich (see recipe) is a
little more interesting, has a better texture with
the crispy bread, nice fat from the avocado and
tomato mayo, but it still showcases the lobster.
It also has a lot of acid, which I think helps the
lobster shine more than covering it in pure fat.”
Word of caution: Lobster doesn’t cook
evenly. So be careful not to overcook the claws
and knuckle meat, which require less time.
Serpa recommends cooling down the lobster
on the counter because an ice bath can toughen the meat.
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5 plum tomatoes, halved
5 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
Salt and pepper to taste
1 cup mayonnaise, your recipe
2 large avocados
2 tablespoons lime juice
1 shallot, minced
2 tablespoons lemon juice
Espelette pepper to taste
2 lobsters, about 1¼ to 1½ pound each, cooked
2 toasted ciabatta rolls

SIMPLY
SIMPL
LY
LY

Slack out tomatoes on a sheet tray and drizzle with
3 tablespoons oil. Roast in preheated 450 F for 15
minutes or blister over a grill. Reserve liquid for
another use. Chop in a food processor, season with
salt and pepper and stir in mayonnaise with espelette
to taste; set aside.
Mash avocados with lime, shallot and salt; correct
seasoning and set aside. Remove meat from lobster,
breaking up pieces. Toss with lemon, salt, pepper and
remaining olive oil.
To plate, place a layer of avocado on the bottom
bun and tomato mayo on the other. Fill with lobster.
Makes 2 servings.

Land O’ Lakes, Inc. is a
farmer-owned cooperative.

LandOLakesFoodservice.com
*Under normal working conditions.

UNBREAKABLE
UNBRE
EA
E
AK
KA
ABLE

*.

Our Cream Sauce Base brings real dairy flavor to soups
and sauces without browning or breaking, day in and day out.
Made for professional kitchens, it’s simply indispensable.

JUST

BE CLAWS
Why so much love for lobster? Years of sustainability and conservation efforts have paid off, making the crustacean more bountiful
and accessible than ever before. Some numbers cracked:

5,000-PLUS
85 100

Lobster Roll with
Celery Remoulade
Executive Chef Andrew Whitcomb
Colonie, Brooklyn, New York

Classic on Classic

When you’re a chef born and bred in Maine—the
state that provides the country with 85 percent
of its lobster—it’s only fitting to put a lobster
roll on the menu. But when you’re the executive
chef at Colonie, a highly regarded restaurant in
Brooklyn, New York, it becomes a classic on another level.
Executive Chef Andrew Whitcomb pays homage to his Maine roots by pairing the lobster
with a remoulade of celery, a complementary
lobster ingredient. Lobsters are broken down
for the claw and knuckle meat while the tail
is reserved for another use and the shells are
roasted for stock.
Of course, the bun is top-loading and the sides
are toasted, but spread with mayonnaise first—
not butter.
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3½ ounces lobster, claw and knuckle meat
2 ounces celery remoulade, recipe follows
Lemon juice and zest
Top-loading hot dog bun
Mayonnaise, as needed
Toasted celery seed, as needed
Celery leaves
Kosher salt, as needed
Gently fold lobster with celery remoulade. Season
with a touch of lemon juice and zest.
Brush top-loading hot dog bun with mayonnaise
and toast each side. Spoon meat into bun and finish
with toasted celery seeds and celery leaves. Makes 1
serving with leftover remoulade.
To make celery remoulade: Combine 2 cups housemade mayonnaise, 2 tablespoons each chopped
capers, diced pickled ramps or pickled shallots, finely
diced celery, thinly sliced scallions and 1 teaspoon
fresh horseradish. Sprinkle with salt and adjust seasoning with a splash of ramp vinegar.

Hard Shell vs. New Shell Lobsters
Believe it or not, there’s a difference in the
taste of lobster meat depending on the stage
of the shell in the molting process. The new
shell has the sweeter, more “lobster-y” flavor
from the Gulf of Maine seawater that fills the
newly formed shell and naturally “marinates”
the meat.

ALL CLAW AND TOO MUCH TAIL?

The number of independent Maine lobstermen.

Percentage of lobsters in the
U.S. that are from Maine.

THE
SELL

Knuckle and claw meat are the most desirable
parts of the crustacean for lobster rolls. Could
a shortage in some parts and a surplus in
another be on the horizon?

Percentage of lobsters in
Maine that are trap-caught.

“We want chefs to reimagine Maine Lobster
and be inventive with all parts of the product,
from tails and knuckles, to legs and claws,”
says Matt Jacobson of the Maine Lobster
Marketing Collaborative.

OCEAN TO SHORE

The amount of lobsters “landed” by the pound (in millions)

69.9 m
2008

96.2m
2010

127.3 m

124 m

121 m

❱ Claws and knuckle for
lobster rolls
❱ Tail for lobster mac and cheese
❱ Shells for lobster bisque

2012

2014

2015

$1 BILLION
Amount that lobsters contribute to the Maine economy.

Source: The Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative

HOW TO STRETCH A LOBSTER

DID YOU
KNOW?
52%

Lobster is experiencing the most growth as a
starter or appetizer, increasing

year over year.
Source: Technomic MenuMonitor
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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SAVOR
THE
Tastes of Summer
Make every sandwich special with the unforgettable
taste, aroma and texture of Hilltop Hearth™. Thaw-andserve convenience for you, homemade appearance and
flavor for your guests. For more information, talk to
your US Foods® representative today.

Lobster Roll with Garlic
Butter and Fennel

Chef-owner Mark Stark
Willi’s Seafood and Raw Bar, Healdsburg, California

From East to West

Mark Stark grew up on Solomons Island, Maryland, by the Chesapeake Bay, so he’s familiar
with food fresh from the sea.
After starting in pastry, he became an executive chef in Seattle. Now the owner of six restaurants with his wife, Terri, in California, Stark’s
approach highlights local seafood. But the lobster roll is all about Maine, with flavors that
bring out the attributes of the crustacean.
For his lobster roll, it’s garlic butter and fennel balanced with plenty of acid to brighten and
cut through the richness of the meat. His recipe
was inspired by a past issue of the now defunct
Gourmet magazine, depicting a bright summer
day, easily eliciting an afternoon on the East or
West coast.
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6 ounces cooked Maine lobster meat
½ cup garlic butter, recipe follows
¼ fennel bulb, shaved
¼ cup romaine, shaved
2 small hoagie rolls
Place lobster meat, garlic butter and fennel in a saute
pan over medium heat. Season with pepper to taste.
Warm ingredients slowly being careful not to break
the butter.
Meanwhile, halve the rolls and top with shredded
romaine. When the lobster is hot to the touch, spoon
ingredients into the rolls. Makes 2 servings.
To make garlic butter, combine ½ pound unsalted butter in a food processor with 1 tablespoon blanched and chopped garlic, 1 tablespoon chopped shallot, 2 teaspoons kosher salt and
2 teaspoons lemon juice. Pulse several times and
fold in 1 tablespoon chopped parsley. Makes 1 cup.

PREMIUM QUALITY

SIGNATURE TASTE

EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE

TREND TRACKER

29VARIETIES

The heat index on what’s happening

ONE-AND-ONLY

APPEAL

Um, why are you still
using gross laminated
menu sleeves?

Grass-fed is the word on
every chef’s lips right now.
Diners wake up to
revamped oatmeal
and porridge.

Jewish deli comfort
foods get a cool
upgrade.

Who knew a spice
could be trendy? Say
hello again to turmeric.

The twee openfaced toast trend
is still going strong.

Tiny tables will
never support all
those small plates
diners are ordering.

COOLING OFF

ON FIRE

WARMING UP

From beef to Angus to turkey, get it all with TNT™ burgers.
Whether you’re serving TNT™ premium beef patties, Certified Angus Beef ® or
tender turkey selections, you’ll soon discover that only the TNT™ brand is worthy
of a burger lover’s passion. Choose the grinds, sizes and shapes that fit your
menu and see why nothing satisfies guests like the taste of TNT™ burgers.

Visit TNTburgers.com or call your local Cargill Foodservice
North America Sales Representative at 800-373-6515.
©2016 Cargill, Incorporated

VEGAN IMAGE BY JASMIN SHAH. PHOTOGRAPHY THINKSTOCK.

Shopping meets dining
with hybrid restaurant
concepts.

Hawaiian is heating up, so expect
to see more poke
on menus.

Chefs finally
figure out how
to do the whole
vegan thing.

Two words: chicken
sandwiches.

Single-use gender
separated bathrooms
are old news.

Charcuterie might
be a staple, but it’s
not worth writing
home about.

“Healthy” isn’t just a buzzword, it’s an expectation.

Customers
aren’t buying
gimmicky
menu items
anymore.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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HAVE YOU EVER
COOKED FOR 12
HOURS STRAIGHT
AND STILL HAD
NO TIME TO EAT?

It started with food but it’s bigger
than that now. Your passion and your
determination put you on a bumpy
journey filled with fear and failure.
But it’s all been worth it.
That’s why we provide food and ideas
that inspire your menu, tools that
attract more customers, and solutions
that optimize your business. With all
of this lined up, you’ll make more than
what’s on the menu.
Discover more at USFoods.com

FOOD PEOPLE

capturing the
idea of summer

Insiders on the industry

Very little competes with the feeling that
accompanies the early days of summer – the
warm nights, longer days, and, of course, all
of the fresh food abundant in local farmers
markets and your favorite restaurant. The cover
story in this Summer edition of Food Fanatics®
is all about lobster rolls and how this perfect
representation of summer freshness is popping
up on menus from coast to coast.
Summer also brings more families out to
restaurants, and our article on pleasing picky
diners might give you a tip or two on how to
win over even the pickiest eater in the bunch.
Lastly, sustainability is a big area of focus for
US Foods®. As you flip through this issue, take
a minute to read about why we think all chefs
and restaurateurs should care about this very
important topic.

USF ADVERTISEMENT
PAGE 38

Until next time, thank you for supporting the
Food Fanatics movement!

Have It Their Way

Pietro Satriano
President and Chief Executive Officer
US Foods

Picky diners don't
have to be a hassle

© 2016 US Foods, Inc. 04-2016

Step Up to the

Plate

6 ways to win over picky diners
BY JEFF TOMCHEK

Today’s picky eaters are a minefield of food
allergies, health problems, weird diets, phobias,
hypochondriacs and wannabe chefs. Some
conditions are legit and should be taken seriously. But when a diner grabs a hunk of bread
after claiming “gluten intolerance,” wanting to
call BS on a picky eater is understandable.
As chefs, we can bitch about them, or we can
turn the finicky into loyal customers.
First, some of us need to drop our egos and
accept that the definition of hospitality means
being hospitable. Give customers what they
want, but in a way that preserves your dignity.
It’s not always easy, especially when you’re in
the weeds and Table 17 has sent the fish back
because one of the roasted cipollini onions accidentally rolled into the sauce.
Remember: A little flexibility can reap big rewards. Here’s what’s worked for me after clocking 32 years in the business.

1. Create a section

Any chef who isn’t accommodating meatless eaters needs a reality check. When we
opened my most recent restaurant, I got a lot
of requests for vegetarian and vegan dishes, so
I added a section of meatless options the second week called “We Love Local Vegetables.”
It’s composed of high profit, easy-to-execute
dishes such as roasted cauliflower with Thai
three-flavor sauce ($8), Moroccan roasted carrots with Bulgarian yogurt and dill ($8) and
kale salad with strawberries, pistachios and
white balsamic vinaigrette ($10). The dishes
are popular with everyone and have increased
sales by 10 percent.

2. If you can’t beat ’em…

Whether the health benefits of avoiding gluten
are real or imagined, it makes no difference
to me. A third of the customers who order the
pulled pork sandwich ask for it without the
bun—not with the gluten-free bread. That said,
I am still riding the trend by using logical substitutes like rice flour or quinoa flour instead of
all-purpose wheat flour.
I wouldn’t think twice about offering a quality gluten-free pasta or pancakes when cus-

tomers start asking for them. Diners are accustomed to an upcharge for them, so don’t be shy,
but be reasonable.

3. Let the diner be the chef

The popularity of the Food Network and food
shows like “The Chew” has led to a new version of picky eater: the chef wannabe. These
customers look at the menu and want to make
their own combinations. Swapping ingredients
isn’t hard, but it doesn’t always result in the
best flavor and texture combinations, leaving
customers saying the dish was “just OK.”
Other than training staff to dissuade customers from playing mix-and-match, there’s not
much else you can do. Set expectations, and be
sure that servers are correctly conveying the
substitutions.
Some of my chef friends have had success
with design-your-own entree formats. Diners can choose the protein, side dish, cooking
method and seasonings. Everything works because you have predetermined the foundation
for each dish.

Roasted beet salad with ricotta and arugula (above)
and poke meets the demand for meatless options.

4. Hit the books

Fad diets create challenges for chefs. Some
guests assume you have read all the latest news
on paleo and pescatarian diets and think the
menu should reflect the information. While I
wouldn’t recommend shaping a menu according to the latest fad diets, it’s good practice to
keep up on these trends. The information helps
you and your staff ensure the guest has the best
dining experience.

5. Wear kid gloves

Some diners have food phobias. These are a
little extra trouble, but it’s not hard to accommodate them. I have customers who can’t have
any foods touching each other, so we serve every component on a separate plate. When a
guest wants sauce on the side or has an aversion
to a certain ingredient—such as cilantro, blue
cheese, organ meats, hot chilies, beets, oysters
or clams—it’s just easier to leave it out. Fulfilling
these diners’ requests without judgment from
the staff can turn them into loyal customers.

6. Card your guests

Always take food allergies seriously because
we’re talking life-threatening implications.
A lot of people with food allergies will give a
card listing allergens for the waiter to give to
the kitchen. I’m thrilled to get a card because I
don’t need to worry about missing details. In-

PHOTOGRAPHY BY SEAN MCGILL

GONE ARE THE DAYS WHEN
THE MOST ANNOYING DINERS WERE THE ONES SENDING BACK A WELL-DONE
STEAK AFTER REQUESTING
IT THAT WAY.

struct staff to ask diners twice about allergies
and repeat it back for verification. You cannot
overtrain your staff on this issue. If you feel
the waitstaff cannot get it perfect, designate a
manager on each shift to review the food allergy with the table. This tells customers you
care about the matter, which helps build customer loyalty.
Staff training is the linchpin to handling
picky eaters. Daily education on trends, allergies, recipe ingredients and how to effectively communicate special needs to the kitchen
should be reviewed regularly, if not daily. Information needs to flow seamlessly between
servers and cooks to get special orders right. n
Jeffrey Tomchek is the chef-owner of 210
Restaurant & Live Music Lounge in Highwood,
Illinois. He has fed more than his share of picky
eaters.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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TALK SHOP

Tony Maws

WHO
HAS
THE
RIGHT
TO A
RIFF?

Chef-owner of The Kirkland Tap & Trotter in
Somerville, Massachusetts, and Craigie on Main
in Cambridge, Massachusetts
Backstory: Winner of the James Beard Award for
Best Chef for the Northeast, 2011.
“Restaurants are food. What’s really unique about
food and how do you define style in food [when] we’ve
been cooking for thousands of years? Is steak frites really
unique? Would you say that’s copying a classic bistro dish?
Or are we all a product of what we’ve seen before, what
we’ve eaten before, all of our travels? I certainly have seen
a bunch of my dishes—I don’t want to use the word ‘copied’—certainly borrowed. Once I put out a cookbook or
publish the recipe in an article, everyone’s seen it. What is
really unique about food is everyone might bring their own
flair, their own personality and their own style—that’s really hard to copy. To me, every restaurant has its own sense
of place. There’s something about a place that is intangible,
but it makes you want to come back.”

Chefs share their
views on authenticity
in the restaurant
industry
BY LISA ARNETT
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WHEN AN ELEMENT OF
YOUR CONCEPT LOOKS ALL
TOO FAMILIAR IN ANOTHER,
IS IT A RIP-OFF OR JUST A
RIFF? IN A CROWDED MARKET, THE LINE BETWEEN
INTERPRETATION AND
FLAT-OUT FILCHING IS UP
FOR DEBATE. CHEFS AND
RESTAURATEURS SOUND
OFF ABOUT ORIGINALITY
AND WHETHER ANYONE
CAN TRULY STEAL ANOTHER RESTAURANT’S STYLE.

Alex Carballo

Executive chef and partner of Moto Deli in Encinitas, California
Backstory: Partner at URBN Brewing in El Cajon, California; executive chef at
Stone World Bistro & Gardens in Escondido, California; adviser for California
Department of Education’s farm-to-school task force.
“(True originality) is definitely a rarity. I may pull from the old, with a little of something new. What’s going to make the difference is the appropriation of what you do to it
and the execution. Look at the craft beer industry: You come up with one beer name and
Google it, and there are already 15 beers for one name. You can keep it local, but the minute you try to distribute their way, you’re going to get in trouble because they’re going to
cease-and-desist you. Besides a logo or a couple recipes, there’s no trademarking in our
industry. You didn’t invent pizza. You didn’t invent the burger. It’s already been done;
it’s your interpretation of something. You can’t trademark a style or a fashion. Everyone
borrows off each other, and that’s kind of the way our industry works.”
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Zeeshan Shah

Owner of Biscuit Man in Chicago
Backstory: Worked at Chicago’s Hopleaf, helped open Custom House, The Bristol
and Old Town Social.
“I don’t think you can own a style of a restaurant. I do think you can make it your own. There’s
only so much that’s actually original. I can’t say the technique we use to make our biscuits is original. I can’t say that the way we make nan is original. It’s not original to make a nan sandwich. But
we have this small flat top, and we make our nan on that, and that’s original because that’s what
we have. I think it’s too far when you literally take someone’s logo and name. If someone opens a
Biscuit Man in Springfield, Illinois, they should call me, so we can talk about it first. If you didn’t
ask and then you went and did it, then nobody’s happy about it.”

Haley Bittermann

Corporate executive chef
and director of operations at
Ralph Brennan Restaurant
Group in New Orleans
Backstory: Former executive
chef at Bacco, named one of
New Orleans CityBusiness’
“Women of the Year” in 2011.
“I think that imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, so I take
a higher-road approach to this
whole thing. We’ve all been inspired by different restaurants,
chefs and recipes as far back
as our grandmother or mother. So I think it’s really difficult
to get upset about it. Food is
always evolving…piqued by a
certain dish or style or restaurant and [chefs] wanting to
put their own take on it, their
own twist—it’s always going
to happen. In my opinion, it
needs to happen. I think just
about everything’s probably
been done somewhere.”
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I DON’T THINK YOU CAN OWN A STYLE OF A RESTAURANT. I DO THINK
YOU CAN MAKE IT YOUR OWN.
—Zeeshan Shah, owner-operator of Biscuit Man in Chicago

Justin Pfau

Executive chef at Harold’s Cabin in
Charleston, South Carolina
Backstory: Heading up the reprise of
1930s-era Harold’s Cabin (investors
include Bill Murray), has put in time at
Avec and Trencherman in Chicago.
“We all have the right to riff—it's part of the
journey through your art or craft. We draw from
the influential and education experiences of our
past to move creatively into our future. The hope
is that as we evolve our riffs and reinterpretations
become original ideas. Then there is also the idea
of using riffs to pay tribute to those who've inspired us so profoundly. " n
Lisa Arnett is a Chicago-based writer and former
dining editor of the Chicago Tribune's RedEye.
Follow her on Twitter @LisaMArnett.

FOOD FANATIC ROAD TRIP!

Get a mouthful from our resident expert

For more intel, go to
FOODFANATICS.COM

THE HIGHLIGHTS

ATLANTA MAY BE KNOWN AS THE BIG PEACH, BUT
MAKE NO MISTAKE: THIS CITY IS SERVING UP A
WHOLE LOT MORE THAN COBBLER AND PIE. HOME
TO SOME OF THE COUNTRY’S BEST CHEFS AND
BIGGEST CHAINS, THIS BURGEONING FOOD CITY
HAS A LOT TO OFFER. SO IF YOU PLAN ON VISITING,
WE RECOMMEND PACKING YOUR FAT CHEF PANTS.
Pioneers of Atlanta’s dining scene,
James Beard Award winner Anne
Quatrano and her husband, Clifford
Harrison, jump-started the farm-totable movement here in 1993 with
their first restaurant, Bacchanalia.
Since then, the Star Provisions duo
has been walking the sustainability
talk by supplying their six restaurants
from the 60-acre working farm where
they live.
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Taking cues from Quatrano with his
farmstead-driven weekly menus, Steven
Satterfield keeps diners coming back to
Miller Union for a rotation of seasonally driven plates. Standouts include
local lettuces with radishes, beets and
herb-buttermilk dressing, and grilled
pork loin. (Just say yes to the life-changing housemade ice cream sandwiches.)
Atlanta dining has evolved into a
sprawling culinary adventure. Because

DEADMAN’S PICKS:
Illegal Food

Embrace your inner fatty, and gorge on a
burger, specifically the O.D.B. Think bacon
burger on a Krispy Kreme donut.

Dining here will exceed expectations and
renew your faith in humanity. Profits go
to the Giving Kitchen, which supports
restaurant workers facing hardships.

GUYER’S PICKS:
Sotto Sotto

Order the priest stranglers. It’ll be the best
decision you make all day. The sweet sausage ragu is as good as grandma’s gravy.

BeetleCat

Ford Fry’s “oyster-ette” seafood joint
brings no less than 12 varieties of oysters and other favorites to land-locked
Atlantans. Pair them with a housemade
punch or a yacht-rock classic, such as the
Painkiller, for a night of smooth sailing.

THE CHEFS
Who says eating your
way through town doesn’t
count as sightseeing? Not
these Food Fanatics chefs
for US Foods, united by
their love of the South.
Follow them on Twitter
@Deadmancheffing,
@MelissaTrimmer and
@ChefCoryGuyer.

Cory Guyer of Omaha,
Nebraska, is inspired
by the innovation.

Clockwise from top left: Grab the O.D.B.
burger from Illegal Food, pound down an
Indian-inspired sloppy joe at Chai Pani, scarf
a crispy chicken sandwich at Revival, slurp
Kumamoto oysters at BeetleCat and then
take in refined Italian at Sotto Sotto.

Staplehouse

TRIMMER’S PICKS:
Mary Mac’s Team Room

Dig into your down-home favorites at this
71-year-old institution. The fried chicken
and biscuits and gravy will bring tears to
your eyes and add another inch to your
waistline.

Foster Deadman
of Milwaukee digs
the soul of Southern
cooking.

Melissa Trimmer
of Chicago can’t get
enough of the
neighborhoods.

Revival

Get ready for a religious experience and
order the Closed-on-Sunday chicken
sandwich. Kudos to Kevin Gillespie for not
letting you go hungry on the Sabbath.

ILLUSTRATION BY TIM MARRS

Atlanta

downtown Atlanta had a bad rep for only housing big chains,
diners headed to areas such as Midtown and Inman Park. Many
chefs have put their hooks in surrounding suburbs, including
Buckhead and Decatur, reeling in big time success.
One of those guys, Ford Fry, launched a refined Southern
restaurant, JCT. Kitchen & Bar, and now has 10 restaurants
across metro Atlanta, from Italian and seafood to coastal European and open-fire hearth cooking.
There's also worthy fast casuals, such as Chai Pani in Decatur, where you'll find chaat and street food sandwiches.
Now that Atlanta’s finally getting the attention it deserves,
don’t overlook some of the old timers. Slam down a Beverly at
the World of Coca-Cola tasting room or head across town to
Georgia Tech’s campus for the world’s largest drive-in restaurant, The Varsity. This nostalgic burger joint, which opened
its doors in 1928, slings 2 miles of hot dogs, 2,500 pounds of
potatoes, 5,000 fried pies and 300 gallons of scratch chili daily. Bounce those stats off your prep cooks the next time they
start whining.
By the time you feel like you’re gonna bust, it will be crystal clear that Atlanta is reshaping the country’s perception of
Southern cuisine. n

CHECK OUT
THE HOTSPOTS
WITH THE FOOD
FANATICS CHEFS
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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FEED THE STAFF
WHILE WORKING AT MURIEL’S IN NEW ORLEANS, GUY
SOCKRIDER LEARNED THAT
ONE OF THE LINE COOKS,
PINKY HARRIS, WAS LEGALLY BLIND.

Sense
and
Sensibility
Hiring employees
with impairments is a
worthy investment

BY LIZ LOGAN
ILLUSTRATION BY RYAN TODD
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It was easy to overlook Harris’ disability because she never missed a beat: She could see
shapes and colors and could check for doneness by touch or the amount of steam coming
from the pan.
Harris was so good, in fact, that Sockrider
brought her along when he left Muriel’s. Today, they work together at Tomas Bistro, where
Sockrider is executive chef.
“She was like any other line cook,” Sockrider says. “I quickly trained her on how to prepare the food and where to find the prep. She
was always on time, ready to work and she did
a great job.”
Though employees with disabilities thrive
within the restaurant industry, many owners
still have reservations about hiring employees
with visual or hearing impairments. In reality,
hiring these individuals is a worthwhile investment that can improve the bottom line.

Golden Opportunities

While some labor and time-strapped operators
might be hesitant to take on an employee who
needs extra support on the line, Uncle Sam offers a little help.
Most state human services departments and
advocacy organizations offer subsidized career
training programs for individuals with hearing
or visual impairments. Eligible small businesses can also receive a tax credit of up to 40 percent of the first $6,000 of first-year wages of a
new employee with a disability under the Work
Opportunity Credit, provided the employee
has a certified disability.
Subsidized career training helped Tony Simmons land a job as a dishwasher at Chicago’s
Ben Pao in 2005 after Chicago Lighthouse, a
nonprofit social service agency, approached
then partner-general manager Ed Culleeney.
But Culleeney wasn’t completely sold on
the idea. “A person who can’t see, working in a
restaurant? How are they going to do this?”
With the incentive that training would be
paid and provided for by Lighthouse during a
three-week period, Culleeney decided to give
Simmons a shot. At the end of the training,
Culleeney could decide whether to keep him.

Ways to Enable
BE PATIENT. “[Operators] really have
to be willing to work with the employee and have an open mind,” says
Ed Culleeney, adding that not every
owner or manager is cut out for it.
TAILOR THE JOB. At most restaurants,
a deaf or hard-of-hearing employee
can perform any job. Blind or visually
impaired staffers are similarly capable,
though less suited for the crowded
front of the house.
USE TECHNOLOGY. At Mozzeria in
San Francisco, a light system alerts
deaf employees when the phone
rings. Calls are answered on computer screens or iPads that connect
to a relay service for American Sign
Language interpretation.

Simmons picked up the job quickly and worked
as a dishwasher at Ben Pao for five years. Today,
he is still employed as a dishwasher through
their parent company, Lettuce Entertain You
Enterprises.

Unique Superpowers

Don’t look at impairments as an inability to
perform—but rather an ability to perform
differently. At Ben Pao, Culleeney says that
Simmons cleaned dishes even better than his
sighted peers because he relied on his sense of
touch to feel whether there was residue left on
the plate.
The visually impaired staff excelled at
now-shuttered New York restaurant Dans Le
Noir, a concept where diners enjoyed a meal in
complete darkness. Every staff member hired
needed to be adept at maneuvering in the dark.
“At times, they were more precise than a sighted person,” says Marco Valente, former general
manager and director of operations.
At Italian restaurant Mozzeria in San Francisco, owners Melody and Russell Stein are deaf
and so is each staff member they employ. “Deaf
people are known to have sharper visual capabilities, and these abilities can conveniently be
put to use in restaurants,” says Melody Stein.
Diners use visual cues to get servers’ attention,
for example, and there’s a pad and pencil at every table to ease communication.

Jonathan Weiss, co-owner at Big Mango Catering & Cafe in Playa Vista, California, is deaf
and also employs deaf staff members. He says
that reading lips has been an asset during his
40 years in the restaurant business, but it’s not
a requirement for a deaf restaurant employee
to be successful.
Like any employee, it’s important to recognize the strengths of each staff member and assign roles that fit. At Mozzeria, deaf employees
fill both front- and back-of-the-house roles. For
the blind or those with serious visual impairments, front-of-house positions that involve
maneuvering through a crowded dining room
may not be the best fit, says Valente.

Steadfast Dedication

Discrimination in the workforce is still an issue. Only 17 percent of individuals with disabilities were employed in 2014, according to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. So disabled employees are often grateful and eager to do well.
“Employers who have hired deaf people have
often found them to be responsible, reliable
and motivated, simply because they are given
these opportunities,” Stein says.
Culleeney says Simmons never missed work
and was never late. “He really cared about his
job,” he says. In fact, he would go above and
beyond to clean additional pots and pans, and
help other employees clean up.
That effort didn’t go unnoticed by his peers.
“At the beginning, the other employees thought
I was nuts. But once they started working with
Tony, they were impressed and inspired by his
dedication,” Culleeney says. “His presence really bonded the team. They even worried about
giving him steak knives to clean, which turned
out to be something he laughed at.”

A Community of Kindness

H Street Country Club in Washington, D.C., is a
popular hangout for many deaf customers because it’s near Gallaudet University, a private
university for the deaf and hard-of-hearing.
That’s part of why owner Ricardo Vergara employs deaf and hard-of-hearing staff, but it’s not
the only reason.
“Anytime you can add diversity to your staff,
you’re more representative of the community,”
says Vergara. “We want individuals who are
deaf or hard-of-hearing to have a good time…
and I think the hearing community thinks it’s
great, too.” n
Liz Logan is a Brooklyn, New York-based writer.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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MONEY & SENSE
GENERAL MILLS
ADVERTISEMENT
WOW YOUR GUESTS WITH
THE WONDERS OF YOGURT. PAGE 50

On the Table

Elevate every dish with the taste, versatility and goodness of Yoplait Yogurt.

White tablecloth chefs get into
the quick casual game

Mix it into soups, dressing, spreads, desserts or virtually anything. And discover
how your menu can benefit from better flavor that’s better for you. Plus, Yoplait
ParfaitPro makes prep simple and clean with our patented easy-to-use pouches.
With Yoplait Yogurt, you can do more than ever before. For more inspiring yogurt

PHOTO BY JASMIN SHAH

ideas, visit GeneralMillsCF.com.

© 2016 General Mills

Business ideas
you can bank on

A steady flow of diners fill
Little Gem, a San Francisco
fast casual opened by a former Thomas Keller chef.

FastForwarding
ARE BRINGING
Food CHEFS
A FINE-DINING

Chefs
In the
Fast
Lane

MINDSET TO QUICK
CASUAL MENUS
BY DAVID FARKAS

FORGET THE NOTION
THAT THE FINE-DINING
INDUSTRY REGARDS FAST
FOOD WITH DISDAIN.
EVIDENCE IS MOUNTING
AGAINST IT.
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CREDENTIALS: Winner of multiple James Beard
Foundation Awards, credited for introducing
Americans to small plates with national Spanish
tapas concept, Jaleo.
CONCEPT: Beefsteak (Washington, D.C.,
Philadelphia)
“Fresh, market-driven vegetables (taking)
center stage.”
SAMPLE DISH: Yellow squash, potatoes,
asparagus, mushrooms, savory cabbage, broccoli
and roasted garlic yogurt sauce topped with
romaine, almonds, cherry tomatoes, radishes and
extra virgin olive oil ($7.49)
DEBUT: 2015
UNITS: 5
Price range: All-day menu, $5.99 to $8.49

PHOTOS BY JASMIN SHAH

High-profile chefs and restaurateurs are
adjusting their tunnel vision to fit a variety
of limited-service styles, such as the customizable format popularized by Chipotle
and the better-for-you options carved out
by Panera Bread a decade ago.
“We’re seeing creative chefs—the ones
who would have typically gone for a 40seat fine-dining restaurant—launch fine
fast-casual concepts because they can see
the great growth potential,” says Darren
Tristano, president of foodservice research
firm Technomic Inc.
And why not? Their culinary chops
translate easily to fast-casual menus. The
result has been what restaurant impresario
and Shake Shack founder Danny Meyer
termed “fine casual”: the fusion of a fine
dining mindset with a fast-casual style and
price point. Early signs show that convenience and value coupled with high quality,
responsible sourcing and engaged staff create lines out the door.
Here’s what you need to know about the
hottest food segment to date.

JOSE ANDRES

SAMPLE DISH: Grilled trumpet mushrooms
on beans and rice bowl, Rancho Gordo beans,
Tuscan kale, trumpet mushrooms, tomato-bacon
stew ($10.50)
DEBUT: 2015
UNITS: 1
PRICE RANGE: Breakfast, $2 to $9.50; lunch, $5 to
$13; dinner, $5 to $23

ROY CHOI AND DANIEL PATTERSON
CREDENTIALS: Popularized food truck
movement with Kogi (Choi); two-Michelin star
chef for Coi and regional James Beard award
winner (Patterson).
CONCEPT: Locol (Los Angeles)
Bringing healthful and affordable food to
underserved communities to ultimately redefine
fast food as nutritious food.
SAMPLE DISHES: Beef and veggie burgers
($4) and Noodleman bowl with ginger, chili and
lime ($6)
DEBUT: January
UNITS: 1 (in Los Angeles; units in San Francisco
and Oakland, California, to open later this year).
PRICE RANGE: $2 to $6

LACHLAN MACKINNON-PATTERSON and
BOBBY STUCKEY
CREDENTIALS: Regional James Beard Award
for best chef (Mackinnon-Patterson); master
sommelier and recipient of two James Beard
Awards for outstanding wine service (Stuckey).
CONCEPT: Pizzeria Locale (Denver, Cincinnati
Kansas City, Missouri)
“From Italian fine dining to quick-serve pizza…”
housemade hand-stretched dough then topped
with exceptional ingredients.
SAMPLE DISH: Diavola, sauce, smoked mozzarella,
pepperoni, basil, chili flake pizza ($7.75)
UNITS: 4 with three to come in Mason, Ohio, and
Oak Park, Kansas.
PRICE RANGE: $3.50 to $8.25

DAVE CRUZ

DEUKI HONG and LEE ANNE WONG

CREDENTIALS: Thomas Keller alumnus who
earned 3-star rating from San Francisco
Chronicle as chef de cuisine at Ad Hoc in
Yountville, California.

CONCEPT: Sweetcatch Poke (New York City)

CONCEPT: Little Gem (San Francisco)
“…fresh, seasonal ingredients to make
wholesome, flavorful dishes. All of our cooking
also happens to be naturally free of gluten, dairy
and refined sugar.”

CREDENTIALS: Listed in 2015 Eater Young
Guns (Hong); “Top Chef” contestant and culinary
producer (Wong)
Creative variations of poke, a classic Hawaiian dish
of rice, raw fish and vegetables.
UNITS: Opening first location in New York City
this year.
PRICE RANGE: Under $10

Little Gem Executive Chef Dave Cruz, top, and
Founder Eric Lilavois, bottom, who are French
Laundry alums, carry the ethos of the menu
through to the aesthetics of the restaurant.

foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Compostable Packaging That Performs

Ahead
of
the
Game

BPI CERTIFIED*
What’s It
Worth?

Two tried-and-true
concepts that have
successfully tied together the concept of live
healthy, eat happy.

MADE FROM AN ANNUALLY
RENEWABLE RESOURCE

Customers are willing
to pay more for healthful, source-labeled,
unique menu items
served “my way.”

Mendocino Farms

Founded in 2005
12 locations; three more
opening this year
Los Angeles area
Caramelized onions, apple
chutney, spinach, Gruyere,
smoked Gouda and house
mustard (many of them
sourced locally) typifies the
ingredients sourced by Chef
Judy Han at this vanguard
sandwich shop. Mendocino
Farms, which repurposes
fine-dining entrees as highend sandwiches, has attracted
private equity funding with its
central-kitchen efficiencies and
high sales. Last year, founders
Mario Del Pero and Ellen Chen
struck a deal with Whole Foods
to open outposts in its northern California grocery stores.

Modern Market

Founded in 2009
17 locations; more to come
Arizona, Colorado and Texas
The eating more plants than
animals ethos informs the
culinary philosophy at Modern
Market. Cash register receipts
list nutritionals as well as the
items ordered. The non-restaurateur founders—Anthony
Pigliacampo (an engineer) and
Rob McColgan (a Wall Street
executive)—opened the first
restaurant in Boulder with a
locally sourced and chemical-,
additive and preservative-free
menu at breakfast, lunch and
dinner.
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YES
to paying
more

NO
to paying
more

HEALTHY MENU ITEMS		
45% 				38%
SOURCING INFORMATION 		 38% 				40%
NEW/UNIQUE INGREDIENTS		
47% 				39%
CUSTOMIZATION			
45% 				40%
Source: Technomic Consumer Trend Report, 2015. *Totals equal those responding to “willing to pay more”; “not willing to pay
more.” Remaining percentage said topic would not make them likely to visit a restaurant.

Sobering Reality
or Exciting
Opportunity?

Defined by
Check Average
Under $10
Old School Fast Casual

GROWTH IN FINE DINING

-1%
GROWTH IN FAST CASUAL

7 t0 9%
SOURCE: NPD GROUP

A meal at Chipotle, Panera, McAlister’s Deli and others, once
deemed pricey for “fast food,” today seems tame in comparison to fine casual.

$10 to $15
New School Fine Casual

Fine-casual food items are typically $6 to $10, beverages from
$2 to $10. Higher prices reflect the cost of higher-quality (and
often locally sourced) ingredients, decor and hourly workers
paid above minimum wage (sometimes) with benefits.

GREAT FOR HOT & COLD FOODS

100% COMPOSTABLE
®

1-800-SABERT-1(722-3781)
To see more disposable packaging solutions, visit www.Sabert.com
* Unlaminated pulp items may be used in both industrial and back yard composters. Some industrial composters may not be available in your area.
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Fast Food
to Fine
Fast
Casual

PHOTO BY JASMIN SHAH

Signposts of Fine
Fast Casual

On the Menu: Words that

gluten-free

Speak

Cheese-stuffed sausage, fig-onion relish,
wild arugula, almonds, mustard aioli ($6.99),
Dog Haus/Pig and the Fig, multiple units.

all-natural

anti-oxidant
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Alcoholic beverages

Pizzeria Locale offers wine on tap by the
glass and carafe. Little Gem serves three
French, one Italian and one California
wines, all by the glass.

1955 Ray Kroc’s first McDonald’s

debuts in Des Plaines, Illinois.

1962 Glen Bell debuts Taco Bell in
Downey, California.

1969 Dave Thomas introduces
Wendy’s in Columbus, Ohio.

1972

More fast-food concepts
(Subway, Domino’s) enter the fray.

1978 Fast-casual forerunner Au
Bon Pain opens in Boston.

1983–1991 Fast food

gets fresher with Jimmy John’s,
Wahoo’s Fish Taco, McAlister’s Deli
and Corner Bakery.

1993 Former fine dining

Chef Steve Ells opens first Chipotle
in Denver.

1998 McDonald’s becomes

majority owner of Chipotle, fasttracking its growth.

2005

Los Angeles Chef
Judy Han reconceives fine-dining
entrees as sandwiches at the first
Mendocino Farms.

2007-2008 Washington,

D.C. newcomers Sweetgreen & Good
Stuff Eatery create partnerships with
local growers. Sweetgreen currently
has 40 locations with more to come.

2012

Fast-casual pizza concepts
(Blaze, &Pizza, MOD Pizza and Pie Five)
begin rapid growth.

2015 Danny Meyer coins phrase
“fine casual”; Shake Shack achieves
$1.6 billion valuation after IPO.

2016 Fine-dining chefs opening

fast-casual concepts reach critical mass.

Sustainable decor

Burroti of paneer bhurjee with crumbled
Indian cheese with peas, roma tomatoes, bell
peppers (vegetarian, gluten-free) ($8.25),
Tava Indian Kitchen, San Francisco
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Pouring proprietary soft drinks sweetened with agave or sugar. Five-gallon
plastic beverage dispensers for coldpressed fresh juices and agua frescas.

Transparency is the general rule. Modern
Market and Dog Haus employ six-burner
stoves, for example, to emphasize that
food is cooked fresh. Pizzeria Locale’s
gleaming Italian prosciutto slicer makes
a quality statement. Same goes for the
ceramic beverage dispensers at Lyfe
Kitchen and Piada Italian Street Food.

whole foods

Organic semolina, pasta grilled chicken,
pomodoro sauce, Grana Pandano and crispy
garlic, ($7.95), Porano Pasta, St, Louis

David Farkas is a business and food writer who’s
been covering the industry for more than 20 years.

Beverage dispensers

Design element equipment

Maple Dijon pulled Red Bird chicken thighs,
Muenster cheese, creminelli prosciutto,
arugula, and mustard on ciabatta. ($8), Modern
Market, multiple units.
Gluten-free black bean and butternut
squash soup with coconut oil, onion, garlic,
cabbage, cumin, cacao and chipotle
powder, cayenne pepper ($8.95),
Local Thyme, New York

Upscale ingredients

The offbeat rules: acai, chia seeds, coconut water, edamame, harissa, molasses,
pumpkin seeds, miso glaze, foraged
mushrooms, hemp seeds, agave nectar.

Nutritionally correct menus define fine fast-casual
concepts as well as higher quality ingredients.
Beetsteak sandwich with pickled onions,
house mayo, greens and sea salt on an
olive oil brioche bun, ($6.75), Beefsteak,
multiple units.

Fine-casual menus can’t resist culinary
buzzwords. You’ll find a variation of
these on nearly every menu: “sustainable,” “farm-to-table,” “humanely raised,”
“grass-fed,” “gluten-free,” “healthy fats,”
“antibiotic-free,” “seasonal” and “local
whenever possible.”

Ray Kroc, Dave Thomas and
Glen Bell created industriallike systems to satisfy
America’s appetite for food
served fast. Today, the “fast”
part remains a hallmark as a
fresher, more nutritious and
higher-quality approach to
food continues to unfold.

organic

Minimizing the restaurant’s environmental impact often goes beyond
responsible sourcing. Healthy concept
Lyfe Kitchen used recycled bleacher
wood from an athletic stadium in its first
restaurant, while the bar and shelving
at Little Gem is built with wood from a
single tree in Marin County, California.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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State Fair ® Corn Dogs
Hillshire Farm® Chicken
Apple Split Sausage
Jimmy Dean®
Breakfast Sandwiches

Sara Lee®
Individually Wrapped Pie Slices

Tyson® Red Label ™
All Natural* Crumb
Coated Tenders

BONICI® Toppings

Bistro Collection®
Individual Desserts

Household
Names.
Bosco Sticks®
Filled Breadsticks

BONICI®
Flatbreads

Be Green,
Get Green

7 reasons chefs and restaurateurs
should get on board with $ustainability

Tyson® Crispitos®
Filled Tortillas

Tyson® Ground
Chicken Crumbles

Chef Pierre® Luxe Layers®
Pre-sliced Pies

Tyson® Red Label All Natural*
Crumb Coated Boneless Wings
TM

Bistro Collection®
Individual Cakes

Wright Brand ®
Bacon

Sara Lee®
Muffins

Tyson® Red Label All Natural*
Ingredient Chicken
TM

Hillshire Farm®
Chicken Sausage

Our well-known house of brands represent delicious foods and quality ingredients you can use
to build your entire menu from the first bite of breakfast to the last bite of a late night snack.
SPECIAL SECTION SPONSORED BY: PACTIV, TEAM 3 GROUP AND ECO PRODUCTS

Contact your Tyson Food Service or Distributor Sales Rep or visit TysonFoodService.com for more info.
*Minimally processed. No artificial ingredients.

®/TM/©2016 Tyson Foods, Inc.
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FOOD SCRAPS CAN CUT COSTS

2
➤ SUSTAINABILITY is shaping the way
restaurateurs work, chefs craft menus
and diners decide where to eat.
Being green is no longer a feel good
thing. Cutting waste and investing in
high-efficiency equipment mean lower
costs. Switching to earth-friendly
products and purchasing local and
responsibly raised ingredients matter
to diners. On top of all that, restaurant
waste disposal is increasingly becoming
state mandated.
It pays to stay ahead. Here’s the
down and dirty on why you should give
sustainability the time of day.
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MILLENNIALS
They care and you should, too
Winning over younger diners is a no-brainer considering that
millennials dine out more than any other segment and make up
the largest demographic in the country.
“Millennials are attracted to restaurants and restaurant
brands that represent their social values, like ecoconsciousness, authenticity and transparency,” says Bonnie
Riggs, a restaurant industry analyst at the NPD Group.
In fact, 73 percent of millennials say they are willing to pay for sustainable
fare, according to a Nielsen study of more than 30,000 consumers. They’re
motivated by products made from natural or organic ingredients and an
environmentally friendly ethos.
That’s why third-party certification for disposables is the gold standard. The
meaning behind labeling—from the symbols on eco-friendly containers to the
claims on ingredients—can vary.
Gordon Drysdale, culinary director at Scoma’s in San Francisco recommends
asking manufacturers and distributors plenty of questions.
“If a product is not right, try something different. Suppliers want to keep you
happy, and they should be able to find something that works for your restaurant
and your budget,” he says.

EARTH-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS ARE BETTER
TODAY AND COMPETITIVELY PRICED

A dozen or so years ago when operators began purchasing
environmentally friendly products, the items usually cost more
than conventional and they were less than satisfactory (think of
straws disintegrating in a drink). Today, the products are allaround better - and oftentimes better priced.
“We’re actually saving money—about 12 percent,” says Michael
Tsonton, the corporate executive chef and director of food and
beverage at Lakeshore Sports & Fitness in Chicago.
When he took over the dining operations, he replaced
conventional disposables with compostable products made
with plant matter, from to-go containers to utensils and plastic
cups. “These products are pretty high quality. The issue now is
choosing what’s right for you.”
At Scoma, Drysdale became partial to bamboo and corn-based
to-go containers after a bit of experimentation.
“There’s such a plethora of earth-friendly products on the
market right now, that anybody that doesn’t use them should be
ashamed of themselves,” he says.

It’s the law or
will be soon
This fall, Austin, Texas, will join a
growing list of cities that require
food businesses to divert food
waste from landfills—or face a fine. Some argue
that it’s not a matter of if all restaurants will be
required to recycle and compost, but when. Late
last year, the U.S. Department of Agriculture and
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency announced a shared goal of cutting national food
waste in half by 2030—a sign that regulatory
requirements will likely increase.
For some operators, composting mandates

Reincarnating ingredients reduces waste.
Last night’s braised meat becomes
tomorrow’s ravioli; yesterday’s bread
turns into breadcrumbs.
“If you’re not using every bit of
everything you have, you’re not really
doing justice to your own business or
to Mother Nature,” says Jeff McInnis,
executive chef and partner at Root &
Bone in New York City.
When the Southern-inspired menu
leaves mounds of scraps from green
tomatoes, staff dices them for a
chunky relish called chow-chow, which
accompanies sandwiches. Lemon peels
from the bar are dehydrated, ground
and combined with salt and pepper for
seasoning the restaurant’s signature
fried chicken. Carrot tops replace the
usual basil in pesto. The fibrous ginger
pulp that remains after the root gets
juiced is dehydrated as a garnish for
salads and drinks.

can feel like a one-two punch of sustainable
pressure, often with infrastructure requirements
that can pose problems. But with the right
support in place, slashing waste can also slash
expenses.
At The Lodge at Torrey Pines in La Jolla, California, outfitting the kitchen with composting
and recycling bins and training staff on separating food waste helped reduce waste-hauling
expenses by 75 percent.
“There’s nothing that we don’t consider
composting,” says Edward Pulido, The Lodge’s
director of engineering. “If it can be done in a
five-star diamond hotel, then it can be done in
any level of restaurant.”

Eco-mindedness
can zap your
energy bill
On the whole, operators know
energy-efficient lighting reduces
costs.
Higher-efficiency equipment
can also dramatically cut costs.
Porto’s Bakery in Glendale, California, renovated its kitchen with
energy-efficient griddles, ovens,
fryers and other equipment,
resulting in a steady gas bill even
as sales surged by 40 percent.
To make campus dining less
of an energy drain, Assumption
College, in Worcester, Massachusetts, installed an Ecolab
Apex dishwashing system. The
tablet interface system allowed
managers to minimize energy and
water use by measuring each load
and each campus food operator’s
“rack-to-guest” ratio.
If upgrading equipment isn’t an
option, train staff on sustainable
habits. For instance, skimming
the fryer’s oil every two hours and
filtering it twice a day to remove
unwanted particles can prolong its
use. For every hour of the broiler’s
daily “on” time you can save
around $450 a year. To make the
same amount of money, a restaurant with a 5 percent profit margin
would have to sell $9,000 worth
of food, according to a report by
energy company PG&E.
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Organic and natural can
be even better

Restaurants overall have greater access today to
organic, locally grown and all-natural products, from
produce to sandwich meats.
Operators, however, can also adapt menus to
match availability. Leith Hill, owner of New York City’s
Ellary’s Greens, sources 80 percent of her meat and
produce locally. But when harsh conditions affect
product availability and price, Hill reworks her menu
to take advantage of what can be secured, often at a
lower price. “Sustainable is the way people want to
eat,” she says.

YOU
MAKE
THE

piZZA BOX
WE
MAKE
THE

Here at Team Three Group, we
understand that your business
depends on the dough.
EXTRA CHEESE
SAUSAGE
PEPPERONI

CUSTOMER
HAM
ONIONS
PEPPERS
SPECIAL
MUSHROOM

That’s why we offer premium pizza
packaging, including custom designs
and prints, at drool-worthy prices.

An environmental ethos can attract
and keep the best talent

In an industry routinely tested by employee
turnover, an earth-friendly business philosophy can bring stability. Some 42 percent
of workers prefer organizations that have a
positive impact on the world, according to a
survey by the consultancy Global Tolerance.
“From fast casual to fine dining, we’re seeing that candidates want to work at restaurants that have a strong sense of values,”
says Carrie Luxem, CEO of the Restaurant
HR Group, which works with operators
across the country.

Because your dough should be used
on what matters most — the pizza.

Promoting sustainability efforts can help
attract and retain talent.
At Big Grove Tavern in Champaign, Illinois,
Executive Chef Jessica Gorin has found that
workers are attracted to the restaurant’s eco
ethos. To help drive home that connection, she
arranges staff farm trips to the restaurant’s local producers such as nearby Kilgus Farmstead,
where the restaurant sources its milk, cream
and ground beef. “The staff feels good meeting
the farmers, and it builds a personal relationship
with the product that they’re selling,” she says.

CUSTOM DESIGNS
STOCK PRINTS
RECYCLED MATERIALS

HOW TO
GO HIGH
EFFICIENCY

Don’t
Take
Our
Word
For It

TARGET your kitchen’s top
energy guzzlers.
SCRUTINIZE refrigeration and
dish machines. An Energy Star
qualified commercial dishwasher, for instance, uses 25 percent less energy and 25 percent less water on average, which
can translate to yearly savings of $720 on your electric bill
and $300 on water. An energy-efficient fryer could save more
than $4,000 in natural gas over the life of that fryer, according
to the EPA.
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MILLENNIALS WILLING TO PAY
MORE FOR SUSTAINABLE FARE
Motivating Factors: Products made from natural
or organic ingredients; an environmentally friendly
ethos and a reputation for commitment to social
value. Sales and coupons did not make the top
five reasons.
Source: Nielsen global study of more than
30,000 consumers.

No one’s immune to hyperbole.
To help ensure you’re ecofriendly products are delivering
the goods, check out third-party
certification from organizations
like the UL, Green Seal and BPI.

ECO–FRIENDLY

out of the box?
we've got you covered
PLEASE DIRECT ALL PRODUCT
ORDERS AND INQUIRIES TO:

TEAM THREE GROUP

STRONG & STURDY
LOW MOQ
[ 50

636.730.3707

OR YOUR LOCAL US FOODS
REPRESENTATIVE

CASES OF 50 PIECES]
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PR MACHINE

Sharp ideas to get butts in seats

GETTING THE
MESSAGE

“I don’t recommend many social posts promoting email lists,” says Jackson. “On Facebook,
we use the email marketing service MailChimp,
which has an email capture plug-in. It’s a prominent tab and doesn’t feel too promotional.”

BY KATE ROCKWOOD

Cool it on the freebies

Put your mailing list to work
IN THE ERA OF SOCIAL
MEDIA, ARE MAILING LISTS
GOING THE WAY OF THE
DINOSAUR?

Not quite. Roughly half of all operators invested more in mailing lists last year than the previous one, according to the National Restaurant
Association.
Before you open your wallet for an email
marketing campaign, consider that diners are
inundated with promotional messages. Getting
noticed requires strategy and sweat.
Here are the dos and don’ts for rising above
the din—without screaming until you’re blue in
the face.

While mailing lists still have a strong pulse, coupon codes are definitely passe. Diners are more
interested in feeling like they’re part of a community than simply being pitched. “Successful
mailing lists make subscribers feel like an insider,” says Ann Marie van den Hurk, a principal at
Mind The Gap PR in Tarboro, North Carolina.
“Modern diners love feeling educated, and
particularly millennial diners like to know the
story behind their food,” van den Hurk says.
Instead of a promotion for half-price wine, for
instance, spotlight a new bottle on the wine list
with notes about the vineyard and history.

Hit pause on your social obsession

Chew on this surprising stat: Two out of three
consumers prefer getting marketing offers via
email, according to a recent study from Adobe,
the document software company. Also, adults
are almost twice as likely to sign up for emails
than interact with a brand on Facebook, research firm Forrester found.
While posts are seen by Facebook fans only
2 percent of the time, research shows consumers glimpse email subject lines at least
64 percent of the time. “No matter how big
your marketing budget, email can serve as
a powerful sales tool and should be considered,” says Noelle Jackson, owner of Elle PR
in Atlanta.

Get creative with email capture

A giant pop-up ad on your restaurant website is
more likely to turn diners off than entice them
to sign up. Instead, look for captive moments
when servers can slip diners a sign-up card, such
as while they’re waiting for food or lingering
over the check. Take the same non-pushy approach online.
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Break out the stamps on rare occasions

“Mailing lists are primarily for digital delivery
because they’re cost and time efficient, but there
are exceptions to the rules,” says van den Hurk.
Some breweries in her area mail postcards for
major events like announcing a new location.
But they are targeted. Sending a postcard announcement to diners who live near the new location might be an effective way to help fill seats;
paper-bombing an entire ZIP code might be an
effective way to fill recycling bins.

Create a calendar—but be flexible

To keep marketing from getting shoved to the
back burner, set a schedule. Online email delivery services that allow the user to schedule
and automate mailings are indispensable, publicists say.
Biweekly mailings are the industry norm—
anything more, and it can feel like you’re spamming diners; anything less, and you miss opportunities to connect. Use this rule of thumb: If
you don’t have something to say, say nothing.
“A lot of independent restaurant owners swing
from being gun-shy about this type of marketing
to going totally overboard,” says Jackson. “If you
find you’re sending emails that aren’t interesting, just stick to the calendar.”

US Foods is your partner in the
cleaning and disposables category.
Monogram Can liners are the best in
the market with star-seals, premium
resins and easy dispensing boxes.
Talk to your US Foods representative
today and ask about the best can
liners in the USA.

Take the long view

2 3
OUT OF

CONSUMERS PREFER GETTING
MARKETING OFFERS VIA EMAIL.
ADULTS ARE ALMOST TWICE AS
LIKELY TO SIGN UP FOR EMAILS
THAN INTERACT WITH A BRAND
ON FACEBOOK

Email marketing makes it easy to track communications. But how do you know whether
those readers turn into eaters? “Track a trend
over time,” suggests Ebony Grimsley-Vaz,
chief strategist at Tampa, Florida-based
Above Promotions. “Diners may open an
email today but not visit the restaurant for
three weeks, and almost none of them will
announce that an email is why they came in”
unless there’s a call to action or the server inquires.
To spot what’s working, she suggests telescoping promotions. If you run an email series
about the restaurant’s cocktails one month,
track bar sales for the next two months. If you
spotlight Tuesday night specials one week,
compare total sales for the next six Tuesdays.
“It’s impossible to account for every single
conversion, but noticing the trends will help
you figure out what your diners are responding
to,” says Grimsley-Vaz. n

4Available in High Density, Linear Low
Density & Reprocessed Resin
4Many thicknesses & colors for
any need
4All of the right sizes for
any container

HEALTHY COMPETITION IS
CALLED “HEALTHY” FOR A
REASON. IT OFTEN YIELDS
IMPROVEMENT. BUT SOME
RESTAURATEURS WORRY
ABOUT A TIPPING POINT
WHEN THERE ARE JUST TOO
MANY RESTAURANTS—AND
THAT POINT IS NEAR.

BURSTING
THE RESTAURANT
BUBBLE

STAY PROTECTED AGAINST RISING
COSTS AND FIERCE COMPETITION
BY GLORIA DAWSON
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“There used to be one or two restaurants of
note that would open a year,” says Victor Albisu,
chef-owner at Del Campo in Washington, D.C.,
and Taco Bamba in Northern Virginia. “And the
restaurant experience was very different. You’d
go and give a restaurant one two, three or four
chances.”
No more. As new buildings rise, so do the
number of restaurants occupying those spaces.
Diners in many big cities could easily go out for
years and never hit the same place twice.
The “restaurant bubble,” as some restaurateurs are calling it, impacts a restaurant’s ability to hire the best, make a profit, keep patrons
coming back—and keep the lights on. So, what
does a restaurateur need to survive?

What’s A ‘Bubble’?

For more than a decade, about 10,000 new
restaurants have opened every year across the
country with a slight decrease during the recession, according to data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Currently, there are over 600,000
restaurants in the country, but economists aren’t worried about a total industry fallout like
other sectors, such as housing. While more
venture capitalists are getting into the restaurant game, most restaurateurs aren’t beholden
to venture capital or loans for supporting their
restaurants.
“Demand to eat out at restaurants has been
solid even through the downturn,” says Tyler
Cowen, professor of economics at George Mason University in Fairfax, Virginia, and author
of “An Economist Gets Lunch.”
He cites obvious causes for the ongoing success of restaurants: a shift in traditional gender
roles with women working away from home, an
increase in millennial diners and restaurants
filling in for entertainment like movies and theater. Still, the fight to stay relevant while labor
and real estate costs are rising poses its own set
of challenges.

“Within every industry there’s
going to be pockets of bubbles,”
says Stephen Zagor, dean of
business management at the
Institute of Culinary Education in New York. Those
pockets could include location or style of service
like fast casual, he says.
Classic midtier restaurants
might have reason to fear the
fast-casual boom.
“Traditional, family-style
chain restaurants are having a
really hard time resonating with
millennials who are looking for
authenticity,” said Ben Lawrence,
assistant professor of food and beverage management at Cornell’s School of
Hotel Administration in Ithaca, New York.
“Those midscale category restaurants are really challenged. The average check is about the
same as Panera Bread, but their cost structure
is much higher.”

Getting Real with Real Estate

Tight urban areas face some of the biggest
challenges competing with rising rents. With
all those choices, regulars who used to be the
bread and butter of restaurants can be hard to
find and keep.
“Every time they build a building, there’s
thousands of feet of more restaurant space,”
says Albisu.
Rather than fight for space within Washington, D.C., Albisu has ventured to the suburbs.
After opening the first successful location of
fast-casual concept Taco Bamba in Falls Church,
Virginia, Albisu plans to expand by two more locations in nearby towns Springfield and Vienna.
He sees value in Vienna as an “up-and-coming
food community” and opportunity in Springfield, which has been overlooked by other
chef-driven concepts but has population density. Each location of Taco Bamba will be slightly customized to encourage diners to check
out other locations—including his fine-dining
restaurant Del Campo in D.C.
A regular doesn’t necessarily have to be someone who dines faithfully at the same restaurant
anymore. Your “regulars” could be hitting your
different concepts across town.
In Portland, Oregon, Chef-owner Jenn Louis
owns a tavern, fine-dining restaurant and catering business. Running diverse operations lends

THAT’S ONE OF THE POSITIVE
PARTS OF SO MUCH GROWTH
AND EXPANSION. THE LEVEL
OF RESTAURANTS HAVE DEFINITELY BENEFITED. IF YOU
KNOW WHERE TO LOOK, YOU
CAN FIND REALLY INTERESTING
EXPERIENCES.
—Victor Albisu, chef-owner at
Del Campo and Taco Bamba in Washington, D.C.

to financial stability, but she also finds customers
regularly hopping from one concept to the next.
Connecting her catering business, Culinary Artistry, to her restaurant, Lincoln, was
a no-brainer. But when it came time to open
Sunshine Tavern, convenience wasn’t a good
enough reason to open something nearby. Instead, Louis took note of the foot traffic and
density 20 minutes away in Southeast Portland,
which is less convenient for her, but “it serves
the need of the neighborhood.”

Labor of Love

It’s not just diners who flock to the latest restaurant opening. Operators are finding that employees in the front and back of house can be
lured to the newest hotspot.
“Some chefs and general managers make a career out of jumping from one hot opening to the
next,” says Jimmy Carbone, owner of Jimmy’s
No. 43 in New York City.
Take a proactive approach to labor issues now,
using mentorship programs to foster staff bonding and loyalty. Labor woes may compound this
year as many states are already increasing minimum and tipped wages.
“A well-managed restaurant in most cases
should be able to manage these wage increases,” Zagor says. Basics like selectively increasing prices, buying more carefully and finding
creative ways to save outside of labor costs can
help operators stay prepared, he says.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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It can be done: In Oregon, Louis pays a minimum wage of $9.25 and no tipped minimum by
striking a balance between food, pour and labor
costs. Specials, such as an extended happy hour
at her fine-dining spot, Lincoln, work twofold to
show off scaled-down dinner menu items to customers while reducing costs.

The Silver Lining

Although fast-casual spots are getting plenty of
buzz and the space is crowded, don’t be afraid
to move the scale up. Diners are willing to pay
more for the right experience.
“We need to adjust our framing. They’re competing against all other ways you might spend
the money, and you have a lot of ingenious chefs
doing great things,” Cowen says.
Regular checkups on service and quality are
essential for any operation, but experimentation can help a restaurant pull ahead.
After Jimmy’s No. 43 hit the 10-year mark,
Carbone decided to go back to basics. Small
touches such as putting out free popcorn and
greeting individual customers helped gain
customer loyalty. Larger upgrades ensued
such as updating to a full liquor license and
changing the kitchen’s identity. After experimenting with kitchen pop-ups, he partnered
with Chef King Phojanakong of New York
City’s Kuma Inn to add a microconcept in the
restaurant called Tito King’s Kitchen with
pan-Asian dishes like spring rolls and a Filipino-style whole roast pig. The update was
rewarded with rave reviews and a new stream
of customers.
Narrowing the focus at both of his establishments, Albisu has found authenticity is the key
to customer retention in a dense market. “That’s
one of the positive parts of so much growth and
expansion. The level of restaurants have definitely benefited,” he says. “If you know where to look,
you can find really interesting experiences.”
Would-be restaurateurs are wise to consider
the value of having their own space and staff,
opting for incubator concepts like food trucks,
pop-ups or food halls instead.
“There’s so much back office to a lot of traditional restaurants and rooms and lighting and
decor et cetera,” says Cowen. “And a lot of people
don’t give a damn. They just want good food.” n

PACKAGED GOODS.

PACKAGED WELL.

Stay Ahead
With This
Checklist

Whether competition is increasing
or splashier, more modern concepts are encroaching, regularly
checking off a list like this can
only help improve business.

Smooth Front Panel
for Labeling

Stacking
Stabilizers

Diversify your offerings
Package signature favorites
or quicker prep items like
protein and vegetable bowls
to go throughout the day.
Designate an area to sell
products related to your
menu or items that reinforce
your brand.
Review the menu
Diners are expecting
higher quality and
value. Take a hard
look at your menu to
ensure you’re meeting
customer needs.

Empower the staff
Create staff loyalty
and roll out sales incentives rewards like
better shifts or paid
days off.

Sweat the small stuff
Spend more time on the floor
to catch staff doing things
right and acknowledging
hard work. Put more effort
into greeting customers and
thank them on their way out.

Product
Clarity

Audible Click
Closure

Engage the community
Contribute to school fundraisers and sponsor leagues
that frequent your business.
Partner with organizations for
cross promotions.

SmartLock
Closure System

Perfect packaging. It’s what you can
expect from Monogram®. Customers will
appreciate how our packages store foods
safely, keeping the heat or keeping it cool.

Gloria Dawson writes for the Wall Street Journal,
the New York Times and other publications.
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iHELP

How it works: Shiftgig offers
workers who have been vetted and
background checked—for tonight,
if need be—with just a few taps.
Workers have covered more than
50,000 shifts since the app first
launched.

Smarten Up on
Mobile Apps
5 ways to get business done on the go
BY KATE ROCKWOOD

WHAT THE HEALTH

Makes health inspection scores
searchable
What it fixes: You got a great
score and want to brag about it.
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What the Health is an app that
gives consumers access to restaurant health inspections. It can drive
traffic to high scorers but also keep
lower scorers on alert.
How it works: The GPS-driven app has a search function and
shows nearby restaurants, along
with their health scores and reports. For states that don’t assign
letter grades, What the Health’s
algorithm crunches the data and
assigns one. Available for 10 states
to date.

What it costs: Free for workers.
Restaurants pay a per-shift fee.

MINTSCRAPS

Reduces the problem of wasted food
What it fixes: Food waste isn’t
just a drain on the planet, it’s a
drag on your bottom line. Nearly
$165 billion worth of food hits the
dumpsters every year, according
to the National Resources Defense
Council. The Mintscraps app helps
eateries track trash, recycling and
composting, and reduce waste.
How it works: Tap the app every time you toss something in
the trash, and Mintscraps will discern real-time waste generation
patterns to help streamline operations. You’ll get a weekly report
calculating the amount of money
the kitchen is squandering along
with customized suggestions for
reducing it.

What it costs: Free.

How much it costs: Restaurants
pay a subscription fee based on
their size and the amount of waste
tracked.

SHIFTGIG

SHIFT MESSENGER

For finding the right staff—stat

Talking with staff from afar

Our restaurant has an additional dining
room that sits empty all too often.
Any ideas?

What it fixes: If you and your
staff are up to your eyeballs in
Post-it notes and phone lists,
Shift Messenger might save your
sanity.
How it works: The free messaging app lets you divvy staff
into separate phone lists for easy
group messaging. Anyone can
initiate a group or private message, so it’s easy to encourage
peer-to-peer shift swaps or send
memos. Users have to shell out
for texting charges or swap their
private phone numbers with their
co-workers.

MONTHLY COOKING DEMOS ARE A GREAT WAY
TO SALVAGE SLOWER NIGHTS AND SPREAD THE
WORD ABOUT YOUR RESTAURANT. Set aside 20

minutes to teach participants how to make an
appetizer and entree that is easy to duplicate at home. Charge
a reasonable set price to cover costs, and make sure to include
a drink. Guests get a taste of your restaurant and your dining
room, which they’ll be more likely to remember for future private dining events.

What it costs: Free to download
and use.

VELOCITY

Q. It seems we are always doing more with less;
we’re running a skeleton crew, and time is always
limited. It’s hard to find inspiration under this pressure.
Any ideas?
A. It’s easy to check the internet, but who has the
bandwidth to filter through endless recipes? Carve out
pockets of time to take care of yourself. Clearing your mind
through a small walk before or after work can foster big
ideas. Look to your staff and guests for inspiration by asking
what gets them excited about food. If you live in a close food
community, consider hosting fellow chefs on a night you’re
closed for a roundtable discussion with food and drinks.

Turn tables faster while winning
over millennial diners
What it fixes: Velocity’s pay-attable app promises to slash the
time between diners deciding
they want the bill and leaving the
restaurant. On a busy night turning tables faster can mean more
revenue and less annoyance from
impatient diners. A plus: Velocity
also claims that app users spend
14 percent more, on average.
How it works: Diners download
the app and check in at a participating restaurant. Once they
finish the meal, their card on file
is automatically charged, along
with a user-set tip. Users can also
split the tab, either by amount or
percent.
What it costs: Fees vary by
operation. n
Kate Rockwood writes for a variety of publications, such as Inc.
and Fast Company.

FOOD FANATIC

Jamie Cochran is a Food
Fanatics chef for US Foods
from Hurricane, Virginia,
who’s always down for trying
new restaurants.

ILLUSTRATION BY MIGUEL MONTANER

What it fixes: Whether it’s nabbing an additional bartender for the
holiday rush, a cook to fill in when
half the kitchen gets the flu or an
army of servers to handle a temporary promotion, finding short-term
staff sucks—especially on a moment’s notice.

From service management to food delivery,
tech-savvy restaurant
managers are using
apps to drive the front
and back of the house.
Have your fingers at
the ready to check out
these worthy finds.

DEAR FOOD FANATIC

Be efficient and tech savvy at the same time

Seasoned advice on the
front and back of the house

@jaysalpha1
Follow the Food Fanatic
on Twitter for more tips.

Q. My employees are always taking smoke breaks. I
know smoking is a way for them to deal with the daily
stress of our busy restaurant, but how can I control the
breaks and still keep the peace?
A. Every restaurant faces this issue, and unfortunately
there’s no easy solution. I once tried to ban smoke breaks,
but that did not go over well. The best you can do is limit
breaks during off-peak times and required work is never
neglected. Just make sure your staff never smokes in public
view—it’s unprofessional and bad for business.
Q. My staff isn’t pushing our new beverage program.
Our craft beers perform well, but the staff still relies on
the old standbys. How can I get them pumped to sell?
A. Arming your staff with education is the best way to
increase sales. Plan a staff training and tasting session

Got a question for the Food Fanatics?

that includes everyone—especially if you’re using mixes,
purees and infusions. Have employees team up to
work hands-on with new ingredients and techniques.
Track team sales, offering incentives like a prize or a
special team dinner as a reward.

Q. I want to change up my menu with trendier
dishes, but I’m afraid of scaring off regulars who make
up a big portion of my current business. What do I do?
A. Unless you’re planning an entire concept overhaul, you
don’t need to flip your menu completely in one swoop. Ease
dishes into your menu as specials. Figure out which dishes
are your top sellers and keep those as standbys or secret
menu items. Start with menu variations that can riff off some
of your classics, so it’s easy to make a regular feel special if
they request it. Eventually, most customers will probably pick
up what you’re putting down. It just might take a little time.
Q. Our health department says I can’t cut and wash
my produce in the production kitchen sink unless we
sanitize the area every time we switch to any other
products like proteins. I get why it’s important, but it’s
time consuming. What can I do to save time and labor?
A. Consider installing a system that automates the
cleaning process. The cost upfront will save you money
in the long run. Depending on your budget, you might
also want to consider purchasing pre-washed and precut products that will spare you labor and help keep
costs in check. n

Send your challenges, comments and suggestions to ask@FoodFanatics.com.
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BEYOND THE PLATE

betteR

SAFE

than Sorry

BY KATE ROCKWOOD

Commit these 6 lessons
to memory for a food
safe summer

Store meat and produce separately. Wash your hands after using the
restroom. Keep cold foods cold and hot foods hot.
Such food safety maxims are par for the course in the business. But
when it comes to public health and minimizing food waste, there’s
always room for improvement. That goes double when temperatures
start to climb during the summer.
Avoid the very real threat of lost customers, revenue and reputation
by putting together a cheat sheet of tips and tricks. Make sure to
highlight the ones that might not be top of mind. Here’s a place to start:

Get Picky About Produce

Where you see a ripe red tomato, food safety experts like Doug Powell,
publisher of barfblog.com, see the perfect dirty bomb of bacteria.
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“Fresh produce is the biggest source of foodborne illness in the U.S. and North America, and
it has been for at least a decade,” Powell says. The
Center for Science in the Public Interest reports
that fresh produce has been responsible for 629
outbreaks over the past 10 years, making nearly
20,000 people sick.
“You have to start reducing the level of dangerous pathogens, like E. coli, on the farm,”
he says.
Powell encourages restaurants to get to know
their farmers and their processes in order to
limit the spread of diseases. Don’t let buzzwords
like “natural” or “sustainable” suffice. Dig deep
for information, he says, about their irrigation
water, soil amendments (as in whether they use
manure) and hand-washing practices.

Study the Driving Routes

Distribution is an important consideration to
ensure food safety and freshness, says Michael
Navarrete, executive chef at Cafe Luxembourg
in New York. One of his first questions for any
prospective vendor: Where am I on your delivery route?
While produce might not spoil on an unrefrigerated truck, those warmer temps can encourage germs to multiply and spread, increasing
the likelihood some might get missed during
washing.
“Let’s say it’s a small guy, and he doesn’t have
a refrigerated truck,” he says. “If they’re going to
bring something like lettuce, am I going to get it
at 7 in the morning after he picked it an hour ago,
or am I going to get it at 5:30 in the afternoon after he’s driven around New York?”
If it’s the latter, Navarrete will likely
pass. And with the summer months often
bringing more locally sourced produce—likely from smaller agricultural outfits that might
have less sophisticated washing procedures—
Navarrete also recommends being extra diligent about handling.

Meat the Guidelines

For many restaurants, summer and barbecue
go hand in hand. But hot-holding slabs of meat
can sometimes feel like walking a tightrope. An
overly high temp will dry out meat; temps that
are too low can cause food safety concerns that
might lead you to scrap the slab altogether.
To help kitchen staff manage that tightrope
act, remind them that food code requires a hot
holding temp of 130 degrees or higher for meats,
and any meat in the hot-holding unit must be

tested at least every four hours. Test the accuracy of the kitchen’s digital thermometers at
the start of the season, and create an accessible
storage area. Regularly compare holding times
and temperatures with nightly tickets, and then
recalibrate how much should be cooked on the
pit—and how often.
Marinade can pose its own risks. Establish
and train new employees on proper handling
methods, including not repurposing marinades
for another piece of meat or vegetable. Dispose
of fresh-made marinades after a day (or prepackaged ones by the expiration date) and keep
in mind that reduced oxygen packaging comes
with special guidelines.
If you have an ROP product, you’re required
to have a hazard analysis critical control point
plan, says Trevor Morones, a Las Vegas-based
butcher and owner of food safety consulting
group Control Point.
“What it boils down to is having those conversations with the Department of Health and saying, ‘This is what I want to do. What are you going
to require for me to do this properly?’” he says.

Keep Your Cool

Temps aren’t just rising outside—they’re likely
hitting near-boiling points in your kitchen, too.
If Murphy’s Law is any indication, there’s no better time for your walk-in to organize a walkout
than during the dreaded dog days of summer.
Navarrete recommends pre-emptively
servicing the refrigeration system to ensure
you’re not scrambling to have a broken walk-in
fixed while everyone else might be, too. Limiting the trips in and out of the walk-in can reduce wear and tear.
“A lot of people going in and out of that walkin door is going to warm up your walk-in quite
a bit, and that can be a really dangerous thing,”
says Kasey Mills, co-owner and executive chef of
Mediterranean Exploration Company in Portland, Oregon. “Your condenser is fighting harder
to cool it back down, and you can end up freezing
your condenser and ruining it over time.”
Heed this advice Mills received from a refrigeration expert: Install hanging plastic flaps in
front of the door to keep the chill in. Since many
workers find them annoying to walk through,
they’ll limit the number of trips they make.

Mop Up Your Cleaning Supplies

While you’re scrubbing down your workplace,
check on your cleaning supplies. “How often
are you cleaning or sanitizing your mop heads

or handles or buckets? That stuff is important,” says Morones. “If you’re not changing
out your mop head and you put clean water in
there, you’re not doing any favors by mopping
the floor.”
Other often neglected areas? Door handles
and walk-ins. “The walk-in is a very neutral
zone, so it can get overlooked,” says Mills. “People are tracking through the kitchen every day,
and they’re bringing stuff into the kitchen on
their shoes, and they don’t even realize it. We
clean our walk-in daily but weekly it gets a super
solid scrub and we change everything out.”

Embrace Sick Days

Employees are your last line of defense for
preventing foodborne illnesses, though 51 percent of food workers come to work sick, a 2015
study from Alchemy found. Sick employees can
spread all kinds of bugs, including norovirus—
the leading cause of illness from contaminated
food in the country, according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
The Alchemy study also reported that 45 percent of those who come to work sick do so because
they can’t afford to lose a day’s wages. If you don’t
already, consider offering some paid sick time.
“You need to create a culture where people are
comfortable to say, ‘Hey, something’s wrong.
I don’t feel well,’” says Morones. “Obviously
you’re going to get people that will take advantage of that, but that’s a risk you’re going to have
to take.” n
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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I’LL DRINK TO THAT!

THE PRICE IS RIGHT

PULLING IN A FAT
PROFIT WITH BOOZE
USED TO BE A NOBRAINER. LINE UP
10 GLASSES, POUR
A BOTTLE OF CHEAP
RUM, FOLLOW IT
WITH COKE OFF THE
GUN, AND CALL IT A
DAY. NOT ANYMORE.

Hold on to your profits in a
sea of sky –H
- igh drink prices
BY LISA ARNETT

The Silly Rabbit (recipe, opposite page) is inspired by
the colors of Trix cereal.
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DO consider your neighborhood,
not just the market. What your
customers want to spend is just
as important as what you want to
serve. Don’t make really fancy $12
cocktails when the neighborhood
wants an $8 cocktail, says Anthony
Schmidt, beverage director of San
Diego bars Rare Form and Fairweather.

PHOTO BY LYUDMILA ZOTOVA

The Craft
CocKtail
Effect

Boutique ingredients, high-end
glassware and lengthier prep times
for craft cocktails continue to drive
bar prices into the high teens. But
is selling one $19 cocktail really
better than two $10 cocktails?
If you have a sustainable clientele
willing to pay that higher price for
any given cocktail all night, then
sure. That’s rarely the case, though.
Time is the biggest factor, says
Matt Piacentini, owner of craft
cocktail lounge The Up & Up in New
York. The time it takes to make each
drink and how long the customer
spends drinking it can determine
which drink makes more money.
“Since it’s such a lovely,
handcrafted drink, it’s not going
to get downed in two (minutes).
They’re going to savor it. The
price has to cover all that time,”
Piacentini says. He aims for one
minute of prep time for each
drink, factoring in seven to 10
minutes for ticket time and 20 to
30 minutes to sip slowly, about 40
minutes per round.
That doesn’t mean you should
avoid time-consuming drinks
altogether, says Benjamin Schiller,
beverage director of The Fifty/50
Group in Chicago. At recently
opened cocktail bar The Sixth,
Schiller balances labor intensive
cocktails, such as a drink featuring
a rose frozen in ice with quick
hits like hand-blended spiked
milkshakes.
Higher-priced
spirits
and
ingredients can be balanced out
with cheaper ones. “When a

Be meticulous with cocktail pricing
to avoid draining your profits.

The El Diablo at Fairweather in San
Diego, California.

couple (cocktails) are lower cost,
we can mitigate the higher cost
of goods on another menu item,”
says Anthony Schmidt, beverage
director of San Diego bars Rare
Form and Fairweather, plus
others by CH Projects. “Really
good bourbon is pretty cheap;
really good rum is really cheap.
It gives us the opportunity to use
things like single-village mezcal
that costs way more, but now we
can afford to use.”
When impaired diners tangle
with booze, the high-quality
glassware breakage starts to add
up, Schiller says. For that reason,
Piacentini usually forgoes the
high-end glassware. “No one will
notice if it’s Libbey or hand-cut
from Poland. Add a lovingly made
garnish and some nice ice, and
you’ve visually said all you need
to about the level of quality,” he
says. “Of course, the drink needs
to be good, too, or it’s all a waste of
money.” n

DON’T go overboard with glassware. High-end, custom glassware
was the very first thing to go at
the Beagle, Matt Piacentini’s first
bar (now closed). “Most people
still drink in bars with cheap, even
plastic glasses,” he says. “Just
seeing a nice shape makes a huge
difference.”
DO use menu design to your advantage. Control costs by directing
diners to a few popular cocktails that
are efficient to execute and have a
profitable pour cost.
DON’T go overboard with pricey
spirits. Mix affordable, good quality
cocktail-friendly spirits with the
well-known, expensive bottles, says
Piacentini. “You can get a very high
level of quality while maintaining a
reasonable pour cost.”
DO watch out for cheap imports.
Be wary of the carbon footprint,
sustainability and ethics that
go into a cheap bottle of rum,
Schmidt says. “At some point, you
have to say, this is a really delicious product; it shouldn’t be this
inexpensive.”
DON’T succumb to gimmicks. A
drink price is too high when the
cost becomes the story. Garnishes
like caviar, gold leaf and pricey
spirits are not meant for mixing.
“Are you trying to give somebody
a good cocktail or are you trying
to give some guy bragging rights?”
says Benjamin Schiller of The Fifty/50 Group.

For more recipes,
view the magazine
online at
FOODFANATICS.COM

Silly Rabbit

Bartender-Manager Josh Relkin
The Sixth, Chicago

¼ cup Fords gin
1/8 cup lemon juice
1 tablespoon simple syrup
¼ to ½ cup soda water
Mint tincture, as desired
1 cube each of grape, raspberry,
orange and lemon ice, recipes follow
Combine Fords gin, lemon juice and
simple syrup in a shaker. Add ice,
shake and strain into a side carafe
and top with soda. In a Collins glass,
add one of each flavor of ice. To
serve, present the guest with the mint
tincture, carafe and Collins glass for a
build-your-own cocktail.
To make raspberry ice, combine
2½ cups raspberries, ½ cup sugar
and 3 cups water and bring to a boil,
whisking occasionally; cool, cover and
macerate 24 hours. Strain through a
chinois, extract liquid. Using a refractometer, ensure a brix content of 21 to
24 percent. Pour mixture into molds;
freeze. Repeat procedure with lemon,
grape and orange ice ingredients.
To make lemon Ice, bring 2 cups
lemon juice, 1 cup simple syrup and
¼ teaspoon kosher salt to boil. Follow
directions for raspberry ice.
To make grape ice, bring 2 cups
grape juice, ¾ cup simple syrup,
¼ cup lemon juice, ¼ teaspoon kosher
salt and 1 cup water to a boil. Follow
directions for raspberry ice.
To make orange Ice, bring 2 cups
orange juice, ¼ cup simple syrup and
scant ¼ teaspoon kosher salt to a boil.
Follow directions for raspberry ice.
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BY THE NUMBERS

Mine the math for a smarter menu

Legends aren’t created with the occasional presentation of excellence – they come about by delivering excellence, time after time.
The legendary quality of Sterling Silver Premium Beef is no different. Hand selected from top-tier Choice and Prime grade beef,
®

Customers would pay
more for beef described as

Customers are more likely
pay more for beef that is*

34%
33%
32%

38%
36%
36%

Grass-fed

it’s always highly marbled for rich flavor, and aged to perfection to ensure that every dish you put on the table is one for the books.

U N M AT C H E D Q UA L I T Y ° U N PA R A L L E L E D F L AVO R

Hormone-free

Hot For Beef

Local or organic

Steroid-free

Chefs who
view grass-fed
beef as a hot
trend

Free-range, natural or
sustainable

Domestically raised
*Characteristics of grass-fed beef

Worth the Beef

conventional vs. grass-fed

Greatest segment growth featuring grass-fed
beef expected over the next two years:

$8.95 vs. $12.13 $17.71 vs. $27.52
Average price of burger

114% 50%
33% 19%

Average price of steak

Mexican

Steak

Sandwiches

Burgers

Moo Over

Grass-fed beef is projected to outpace other beef on menus:
This year:

Over the next 4 years:

-1% 22% 34% -3% 189% -27%

Conventional

Grass-fed

Organic

Conventional

Grass-fed

Organic

Request a complimentary Sterling Silver information pack & find out
what chefs, like Nick Unangst, are saying about Sterling Silver.
visit

F F. s t e r l i n g s i lv e r s t o r i e s . c om

Sources: Technomic, Datassential and the National Restaurant Association
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CRAFT PAIRINGS BRING
FLAVORS TO NEW HEIGHTS

BAR &

GRILL

Brew City ® Thick Cut Onion Rings
APN# 4364972

Guests want more than something to eat— they want an elevated dining experience. When you offer pairing
recommendations with unique flavor combinations, like reuben sliders with craft beer battered onion rings
and an amber farmhouse ale, guests get exactly what they want.
Craft better experiences at www.mccainideafeed.com/craftpairings

©2016 McCain Foods USA, Inc. The trademarks herein are owned by or used under license by McCain Foods Limited or by one of its subsidiaries.

www.McCainUSAFoodservice.com

